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PREFACE

As mission requirements cause the utilization of any helicopter fleet to vary signifi-
cantly over the fleet's life time, the problem of predicting the structural life of fatigue-
critical components becomes more complex. If component lives cannot be accurately pre-
dicted, catastrophic, premature failures could occur, and untimely replacements, maintenance
and inspections will increase costs and decrease the operational availability of the helicopters.

A prime factor in the inability to accurately predict component lives is the lack of
adequate mission load-spectra data, which is compounded by the increased aircraft per-
formance that has resulted in more sophisticated mission profiles. The impact of the fatigue
spectra on life has been well documented over the years, showing that, for the sam. !cad
levels, merely changing loading sequence dramatically changes the number of cycle, to faklare.
A more accurate representation of the effects of not only load levels but load sequence 01,

helicopter components will provide more realistic fatigue analyses and life preffii-O.ss.

In order to stimulate the collection of such data and te pool the apprcach's ,i the
helicopter-producing NATO Nations, a Specialist Meeting was organized, T!ft ;, ..-mntations,
an overview and the subsequent discussions are published in this volume. Among thia sub-
jects covered are the development of load spectra for design, the Wdaptation of this for life
predictions in the field, and mission load dat-a gathering techniques.

The Conference Committee is indebted to the authors who, by their v• ,able pre-
sentations, contributed to the success of the meeting. Special thanks are exteided to
Mr R.B.Johnmon, Jr., coordinator, and CDR E.R.Way, Executive of the Structures and
Materials Panel, for their excellent work in the organization of the Conference.

Robert S.BERRISFORD
Chairman of the Conference
Committee for Helicopter
Design Mission Load Spectra
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,~. SPECTRES DE MISSION POUR

LE CALCUL DES DIJREES DE VIE
par

'1 P.LIARD
Chef dui D~partement Scientifique

AEROSPATIAI*E - B.P n0 13

13 722 -AINN

1I INTRODUCTION

Si 1e princips g~ndral de d~tarmination des dur~ea de vie des pibcea d'h~licopt~ros eat aenaiblement I*
also dane lea diff~ronta pays, on eat frapp4 par la diversit6 des choir qui bont faits par 1e constructour
h chaque dtapo.

4,- Ia forme des courbes SIN pour un mine watdriau et un mime type de pibco pout varier ldgbrement,

- parmi lea choir possibles de variable statiatique on trouve aussi bien le nombro de cycles, le 10ga-
rithme du nombre de cycles, Ia contrainte ou le logarithme do la acotrainte,

- la loi de probabilit6 choisio eat, en gd~dral,la loi norsale mais olle pout aussi 6tre l'une dea
lola de Pierson ou oniore Isa loi normal. tronqu4e aur faibles valours do probabilithi,

- Enfin 1. spectre de vol employ6 pour un typo do mission ddtersinde pout varier oassez notablement
d'un constructour h l'autro car ii. comport. une part'.o suggestive et chacun chercho plus ou moins
h garder une certaine marg3 de s6curit6.

En cona~quence, lea comparaiaons entre m~thedes o-.nrr ddlicatea h momns que 1'cn no lea fasa. globale-
mont sur des examples prdcia. Ajoutons quo, fort hoiura;uiement, can m4thodes sont sancti~onn~es par
l'expdrienco et donnent des degr4s do a~curitd comparableG.

11. Won rest. pas momns, qu'une fois la mdthodo do calcul accept~e, la durde do vie ddpend fortement
du typo do mission effectudepar chaque apparoil.

On oat donc gdndraloment conduit h p~naliser loe utiliartions lea moins sdvbres pour fixer une durde
do vie unique par type de pibco ce qui nWest oas trbs 6conomique mais simplifie la gestion du matdriel

~ at accroft Ia sdcurit6.

doDana do raros cas, cependant, le constr'ucteur fire une durde de vie particulibre pour quelquoa types
demissions bien ddfinies. Le probibme eat alors d'aasurer Ia a6curWt tout on no porturbant paa le

circuit do fabrication et de rdviaion. La discussion des solutions posaibles h ce problbme sora erpoodo
plus loin.

2 - NOTRE METHODE DE CALCUL DESS DUREES DE VIE

Etant donn6 quo nous allona 6tre amends h comparer des durdos do vie suivant lea coo d'utilisation,
il Weat paus inutile de rappelei bribvement lea principales hypothbses do notro calcui bien que cellos-ci

~ £ mient ddjh 4td orpoades par ailleura.

?.I1 Courbe movenne ot courbe aOIre

Ayant ddmontr4 quo la rdsistance h la fatigue 6tait un phdnombno al6atoire, i1 eriate des
/ relations entre la contrainte S, 1. nombre do cycles N et la probabilitd"p"dont on cherche une

expression mathdmatiquo approclide dan6 Ie domains d'utlsatin.

Le problbmo eat 6vidomment trba complore et 4 + + Cub oen
sa solution erigerait un nombre dlessaia +
impossible h rdaliaer dons la pratique. 5.,n + + Courbe sare
Ndanmoins, lea simplifications propoados,j
ci-aprba ont d=4n jusqu'alora do bons80 -. - - -- __

rdsultats___________

- los courbee iao-probabilitd de rupture (S, N)p sont affines
- lour form. no ddpend quo du motdriau considdr4 et do la prdsence ou de l'absence do corro-

sion do frottoeont. On ]a ddtermine h l1aide do nombreux easais sur 4prouvottes par mdthode
do rdgreaaion our l'dquation:

S =S.. + A

reprdsentant la branche asymptotique pour N io5 cycles.
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Is ~A-l variable statistiqus v l og S. suit prutiquemont la loi normale mais, pour tenir compte
du fait quo Ie contr~le dlimine lea pibces lea plus mauvaissa, on tronq-ze cette loi aux
faibles probabilitda en annulant le risque dp rupture IL S

4 3
On peut ainsi, loraqus la moyonne et 114cart type sont connus, utiliser lee rbglea du calcul

9 5tatistique pour fixer la limite de fatigue sOre correspondant hL un risque de l'ordre de IO-

La ddterzsination de ces deux grandours doit dtre faite pour cheque pi~ce ir.portante et l~ana-
lyso des nombrseux rdsultats d'ossais de contr8le atatistique de nos pales nouw a montr4

- ue Ia moyenne do Ia famille dtait pratiquement ddfinie b. partir de 6 points d'esaais
b(+ 5 % prbs pour los diapersionsmueulles)

-qua, par contre, il failait uine contains de points d'essais pour ddfinir corroctoment
l'6cart type. Force dtait done de lo ddterminer h l'aido de llexpdrience ant~rieure et noun
avons retcnu lea veleurs de 1'dcart type obtonues sur nos pales soit 0,06 pour lea alliagos
lagers at 0,045 pour lee aciers.

14"Pour rdsumer le calcul de In courbe sOre, lo feoteur de probabilitd Kp =S ..m prend lea
valeurs usuolles sulvantes

- alliages ldgers ............. 2

- azi'3rs...... ............... :1,77

2.2 .. Calcul de la durdo de vie

La courbe de f~atigue sOre 6tant ainsi ddfinii, on assure lea efforts alterr.6a correspondant
aux diffdrents coo do~ vol puis on d~tormine ia durbde d vie h l'eide de 1'hypothbse des don,-
sages cumulatifs do MINER ot en utilisant Ie spectre do vol retenu pour la mission considdrde.

A noter que qusiques cas d'dvolution dp.a'.ent des contraintes prdssntant un certain caractbre
al'atoire. Il convient dana ce caa de faire plusisura sdriss de mesures en vol pour tenir
c.mp-:o de ce fait.

Dana is pasod, lee contraintos 6taient enregistr6ea 2ur papier &t noua retenions en gdndral
Is valeur do pointesauppoade appliqude pendant touts Is configuration do vol correspondants.
Aujourd'hui, l'enregist- ment as fait aur bands magndtique et une mdthode de ddpouillement

W automatique permet do mesuroý, lea diffdrents niveaux do contrainte alterntle coisposant un cas do
~ vol dktormin6 ainsi que los nombres do cycles corrospondants. On PoRut ainsi d~terminer avec prd-

cision i'endommagsaent par hours do vol pour lea diffdrentes configurations du spectre.

3 -SPECTRES DE VOL ET DUREES DE VIE

3.1 -Prdsentation des apectres

La figure 1 reprdsente quelques uris des spectres couramme .i utiliada h l'Adrospatiale pour les
h6licoptbres do mayen tonnage et qui ont fait l'objot do dtacuasionsaet d'accorda avec lea
Services Officiasl frangais.

Le spectre civil, du typo transport, eat surtout caractdr' 6 par un faible temps on vol station-
A- naire et par des pourcentagea 6levds (50 % au total) dt io itux grandes vitosses do 0,85 et

0,9 VNE. 11 comports environ 9 % do viragos ot 10 % do .3 ddrapds. La durde du vol moyon eat
d'uno deal-hours. Los calculs sont beasdsaur la maes. ,f ..uale.

Le spectre A.S.M comprend au contraire 35 % do vol 8 ationnairo H.E.8 ndceasitds par 1'dcoute,
A e.des viteases mains 6levdes, pas do ddrapage et 6 %4 vi viragos. Lea trempds so font toutes lea

12 minutes, ce qui reprdssnte en moyonno 5 flares par hours do vol, et puisque lea missions
sent longues, on tient groaaibrement campte do Ia consoaxnation do carburant en considerant 2
masses do calcul.

La spectre d,. tra~rai] & l'dlingue, ddtermind expdrimentalement, comprend en mayenne 54 A4 do vol
stationrairr h ploine charge, des viteases faib'.es (0,5 h 0,7 VNE) et 8 %4 do viragos h faible
inclinaison. La durde d'une rotation est do 12 m2inutes (5 flares par hours do vol) et le a
rotours h vide no sent pas considdrda parce -ýa mains endommageanta nnlgrg leur vitesse plus
glevge.

~ ~ Un spectre un p(-u particulier eat cslui du remorquage ou du dragage raprasent6 figure 2.
Campte tenu du fait quo le remorquage doit se faire dans une direction ddterminge quel quo sait
le cap du vent, on pout avoir des ddrapagei imparts'kta dont l1influence sur le battement des

;k Ddles du rotor arribre st la puissance pa~sde par ce dernier sat grands. On a donc kt4 amend
h considdrer une rdpartition des vents rolatifs,en grandeur et direction ,basde sapr des observe-
tions mkt6oxý. )giques diverses et sur des vitesses de remorquage doterminees experimentalemont.
La direction des vents locaux et cells du remorquage ant kt4 supposdos aldatoires.
Los essais en vol ont perais do ddfinir is meilleur angle do cible par rapport h l'appareil pour
chaque direction du vent relatif.



La figure 3 donne Ia mime information pour lea apparoils idgers sous tine forms ldgbroment
diffdronte. En effet plut8t quo do fixer lea crdneaux do vitesase en fonction do is VIE attointe
en piqu4 seulement, on a choisi lea vitesses d'utilisation basdea our lee limites do pas
endurance saximale, croisibre dconomique et croisibre rapido.

Lci spectreis civils et militairoas ont asses somblables & coux des machines plus grosses sauf
ýu5laD poaxcentAges de vcl ddrapds sont plus 6levds at quo, ayant & faire h dos appareils plus

maniablos, los pourcontages de viragos et de ddrapages retenus sont plus grands (10 % do viragos
et 14 % de d6rapagos pour lea civils, 15 % do viragos at 14 % do ddrapages pour lea militaires)

Nous avons mjoutd un spectre de pulv4rismtion agricole caractdris6 par 95 % do temps do Vol h
vitesse rdduite voisine de la vitesse do transition et par 28 % do viragos n6'zeoaitdo psi oas
rotations en bout de champ.

Pour donner ume idde plus complhte des spectres couvants, il oat bon do prdciser les factours
~Aj de charges 2onsiddrds pour los viragos dtant doing quo ceo manoeuvres sont fortomont endom-

mageantes. Pour lea h6licopt~res do moyen tonnage, on ooinsidbro dos inclinaisona moyennos do
virago de 300, soit n - 1,15, avoc quelques pointes ( 4, 5 % du temps do virago) h 450, soit
n - 1,4, pour lea spectres civil ot A.S.M. le spectre militaire moyen comports des viragos h
450 seulonent.

En ce qui concerns lea hdlicoptbres idgors, Ia figure 4 donne 'is rdpartition des viragos
'lasads par facteur de chargo aux diffdrontos vitemsss. On remarque quo pour l'utilisation

4 ~militaire, c~rrespondant ici au vol tactique, l'ensomblo du spectre oat ddplacd erar lea
facteurs do *harges 6lev6s. Il Taut dgaleru~nt signaler quo ces facteu:,ý de chargo sont relative-
ment 4levda car uls correspondent mix machines de la gdndration Is pl as rdconte dont la surface
do pale estdimensioanne par i% vitesse tit permet des C&z 6lovda.

3.2 -Senaibilit6 de la durde de vie au sRocýtre do viol

L'influence du type de mission et de Is masse totale our Ia durde de vie do queiques didments
d'un hdlicoptbre eat reprdaentde our is figure 5 au sujet de laquelle ii convient do faire tout
d'abord qusiques remmrquea gdndrmles.

leas dift'drentoa pibcos qui ont aervi h faire i'dtude appartionnent mouvent h des hdlicoptbros
do type diffdrent.

-lea rapporta de durdo de vie reprdsentds no constituent pas tine loi gdndrale car uls pouvent
~ itre trba fortement tnfluxincda par le degr~i do aurabondance do a Pis ke~ considdrdo, par sea

caractdristiques dynamiqwos ou encore par lea limitations 6ventuqllement prdciades dane 1e
Manual de Vol.

Ii euit dvidont que certaines pibces pouvont Stre dimensioandes pour avoir une durde do vie
infinie pour toutes lee utilisationa de i'hdlicoptbro (e9ost 10 cas do certaines pales plain-
tiques) main ce nest pas toujours possible soit pour des raisons tochnologiques, aoit tout
simplement pour no pans trop grover I. devis de masse do l'appmroil.

L'influence do is mission a 6td schdmatinde on pronant pour unit4 la durdo do vie correspondant
au spectre do transport. On voit alors quo, pour d'mutres types do missions, is durde do vie

A eat divisde par trois ou par quatre ou taultiplide par dos factours du mAmo ordro. Il oat 4gale-
nent curioux do constater quo, pour une mgme mission, toujours comparde h la mission transport,
certaines durdes do vie augmentont ot Viautres diminuent.

Codi tiont au fait quo chaqug 4idme At do l'appareil nWest pas soni~i'ble aix mimes parambtres do
Vol.

Par exemple, pour Ia mission militaire moyenne ohi los facteura do charge sont plus glevds et
plus nombreux ot les viteases plus faibles, la durde do vie des pales principalos ot du plateau
ýyclique diminue alors quo cello dui pyl.one rotor augments, ce dernier 6idmont 6tant surtout
sensible h la vitoase et miii flareEL.

Pour lea pales pri~ncipmlea, nous trouvons doux diminutions sensibles do durde do vie : 1uno
en mission A.S.M qui comporte de nombreux flares ondommmgoants, l'autre encore plug sensible
en pulvdrisation agricole minis qui so produit soulement lorsq'ie Is vitesso d'utilisation oat
voisine do la transition et quw is rdponse des pales oat dlevde. La figure 6 montro on effot
quo les contraintos dana ia pale sont dlevdesaen transition stabiliade alora quii'lle rostent

~~ faibles tout Ie long d'iino was en vitosse progressive dii stationnaire h la vitesse do croiaibro

Un autro cam int~resasnt es. celux des pales arribre on remorqiiage ou en dragago pour 11equol
lea vents relatifa latdrmu, agissant dana le sons dii flux dii rotor arri~tre augmentont Is puis-
sance h fournir par ce dor~iir et los contraintes mu pied do pale. On a en fa*'t aimulta.1dmont

* ~approche dui d~crochage et action dii aillage do la queue air 1e rotor.

Lm durde do vie dos pinion pout alors 6tre diviade par quatre.



La partie bases de la figure 5 donne l'influonce d'uno augmentation ou d'uno diminution do Ma.-
aso maximal. de l'apparoil our la durdo do vie do diffirerita 46lments done la cadre d'une miosion
militairo pour laquello la manoeuvrebilitd do l'appareil eat important.. On Toit quo la durde
do vie diminue fortomont pour la plupart .4eu pibees loraque la masse do l1'apparoil augments,
ceci dtant dfi ossentiollomont au fait quo lee viragos k inclinaison donndo so font en ddcroch%-
go de pluir en plus prononci.

Lea pales arribre sont au contraire rolativomont pou sonaiblos h l'augmontation do masse. En
* offet, coll-ia-ci sont essentiellomont dimensionndes h la fatigue par lee mmnoouvres au palon-

nior et les ddrapagoe plut~t quo par uno augmentation do Ia paused. ndcossairo on vol stabilisd.

4 -DETERMINATION EfRIMEh"TALE DUI SPECTRE

La premi~re idde qui vient h l'esprit lorsqut on vout oonnattre avoc prdosison Io opectrý do contrain-
tea ou d'ei'forts auxquols sont soumis lea 4ldments do l'apparoil eat d'installor sur quolques machi-
nesa reprdsentatives de l'utilisation h 6valuer un certain nombro do jauges.extensom~triques.

Coa jauges, placgos sur chacun des 4ldmonte critiquos au point do Vuo fatigue, pouvenlt 4tre relides
h un mini ordinatour do bard chargd do faire du comptago do cycles par classes do corl'aintea alter-
fldos comprises ontro des paires do niveau vaisins. On pout dgs-lemnot fair. do l'onrtvgiktrmemnt conti-
nu pendant un nombro d'heuree do vol choisi puis fair. 1e traitomont h 11ordinatoitr des donndos
ainsi roouoillioo.

Dana los doux cao on fait l1analyao statistiquo des rdaultats obtonus ot on on ddduit un. rdpartition
does contraintos alternhos en paurcontago du temps do val, dtablio pour chaquo pibc. importante, ot
qui sorvira h la justification h la fatigue do celle-ci.

eotte mdthodo i l'avnntago d'Atro trbs directs mais, inddpondajnaont do son codt, ollo po~abde un
certain nombre dlinconvdnionts qui nous l'ont fait doarter

-Etant dann6 quo la provonan~a des diffirents niveaux do contrai!,tes alterndes nWest pas cconue, or.
no paurra faire aucune extrapolation des rdoultata trouvdA. Il faudra dono refalre unsý campagne do
mosuro chaque fain quo Von changora do mani~ro apprdctablo lea limitation', do 1' ,pareil (masse,
vitease. altitudA... ) et coci shme pour un typo d'utilisation ddtormind

-Si l'exp.(rience montro quo V'on a oubli6 un certain nombro do pastes do moulures, il faudra dgale-
sent rofaire une campagrae complbto

-Enfin, cosine 1e mode do saisie des donndee no porreot pas do connaltro l'ordre d'application does
cantraintos, il n'ost paa possible do ddfinir does essais h chargos pragrammdea h l'aide does rdul-
tints obtonue.

C test Ia rai',on pour laquel... nous avons choisi d'enrogietror lea parambtres esesntie1ss du vol plutdt
quo lee cantraintes '.. I- 4ldmenta. tin ddpauilloment 4wt, l'mfides Vienregistroeont pormet alors de
ddtorminer 1e pourcontago du tempe. paosd aux diffdrentea configurations do vol ot l'on pout rolevor
sdpardment lea contraintos correspondant h ces configurations au coura Ao vole A'essai.

Compte tenu do ce quo naus avons vu mu paragraph. pr~cddont, il oat aisd de fixer lea parambtrea do
vol lee plus influents sur la durde do vie. Trbs gdndralement il eat soubaitablo do pauvrnir distin-
guer au Adpouillement lea configurations dommagoantes suivanten

.<~ j- 1e vol horizontal aux diffdrentos viteases (y campria 10 vol atatiannaire et la transition)

- 1e ddrapage, surtout sensiblo pour 1e rotor arribre

- la montde, ndcessitant des puissances dlevdoa

- lea nanoeuvres (reasourcos, viragos, lacet) avec 10 facteur do charge qui leur eat lid.

- 10 flare, notainnent pour en cannattre 10 nombre par heuro do vol

- italtitude, impartanto pour son action sur 10 ddcrachage dos pales

- la contrago longitudinal ddterninant en g-rande partio 10 m~t rotor principal

-et enfin, Ia masce qui influe tr~s fortemont sur les efforts pour prosque toutes lea pibces

Il ost bien 4vident quo cortainos do Ce3 donndoa no sont pas diroctement acoessibles h la mesure(la
masse et le contrage par example) et iue dtautrea atobtiennent par comparaison dlenre istrement do
diffdrents parambtres (ctoat 1e cas des manaouvrea, et do la montdo ou do la descente)

~ Dana ces conditions, nous avc'ns choisi une mdthode mixte qui consiste d'une part h onrogistrer on
continu tous lea paramhtres faciles L releveur et Itautre part h demander aux 4quipages des rerseigne-

~JV' nonts compldnentaires qaii, pour !a pla'dt. sont habituellemnent doands par 1e pilate.

Ainsi, nous avons rerenu Ilenregistrembnt ccntinu des parambtres qu~ivanttd

- vitesse indiqude
- altitude pression
- facteur de charge
- pas g~n~ral
- pans rotor arribre
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Par ailleurs, en mdme temps quo lea bandes d'onregistremont, on demands h l'utilisatetur do fournir
des bordorosux indiquant vol par vol

- Ia masse au ddpart

- l'es conditions m~tdorologiques (pression et torspdrature au aol)

- duree du vol entro ddcollage et atterriasago

- type de mission e±ffoctu4

On volt que 1'initrumentation pout se rdduire h un simple enrogistreur do bord h 5 piates. Au d6but
do l'ktude, noue avions aong4 h enregistrer lea donndes aous forms magndtique et h faire du ddpouil-
lement automati~ue par ordinateur aprbs uno conversion digitale de l'information analogique.

En f-"-1, Le programme correspondent s'est r6v616 difficile h 6crire, d'autant plus qu'un certain
nL.-ore de donndes dovaient Stre introduitos aux endroits voulus h partir des comptos rendus de vole.
Noun avons donc provisoiremont rononc6 h cette solution et optd pour un enrogistroment papier
ddpouilld manuellement.

5 -APPLICATION A UN SPECTRE MILITAIRE

La premibre applicationde cette mdthode a dtd faite our Is Puma militaire il y a quatro inns. Cot
h6licoptbro, qui a mair~tqnant une masse maximale de 7 t, 6tait limit6 h l'dpoquo h 6,4 t. L'4valua-
tion a port6 our 5 machines dunr l'une dtait dffectde h une 4cole de pilotage et lea autree baades
done 4 formations dloigndes lea unes des autree qui avaient requ la directive d'effvctuer lour travail
habituel avec lea 6quipages lee plus divera.

L'utiliaation, asset varige, comportait des missions genre transport do troupe on terrain accidontd
main aussi du travail h l'dlingue at des vols do liaison.

Al 1origine, 50 houres de vol consicutives devaient 4tre enregistrdes sur' lea appareils en formation
et 25 heures sur l'appareil dcola. En fait 1e ddpouillement a portA our 70 heures en mayenne pour 1e
premier type d'utilisation, lee 25 houres d'dcole dtant consorvdes.

I ~Le premier travail a conaintd h~ ddterminnr la d4cooMposition do obdque vol on configurations types at
coci par tranche d'altitude de 1000 m

- stationnai'-s - pallor

- ddpart on translation - autorotation remiss de pas

- montde - approcho et flare

- descents - appareil au aol rotor tour:,ant
-vol latdral

l~ea configurations typos oist ennuito 6t6 ddcompoades de manibro plus fine en ddterm'.nant d'une part,
Ia rdpartition dos vitoflses do paliar en fonction de Ia VNE (compto tonu de la masse, de JValtitude
presaion et de Ia tempdrature au aol) et, d'autro par-t, lea pourcentages do temps passdsaen viragos
casends par tranchen do facteurs de charges. On a procddd do mime pour lea autros typos do manoeuvres
telleor que les arrdta do virago on vol atationnaire.

%.n a knbuite dvalud adpardaont pour chaque appareil du programme lea tempa ou pourcontageb moyesn par
configuration. Cette opdration a dtd finite en prenant la borne supdrieure do linterva~o do confiance
4 90 A do Ia moyonne, ce qui a tendanco h augmenter l'influonce des configurations lea plus dispersdea
qul. sont av'aai lea plus ondommageantes (manoeuvros surtout).

Ceci nous a permin d'dtablir un spectre par appareil comportant d'une part, lea configurations typos
et d'autre part~, une rdpartition des viragos en fonction du facteur do charge et do la vitoase.

Pour dvitv- ý's ann'iyses trop compliqudes noun avona admis quo ls pourcentage do viragos h uno vitae-
se ddtermine, 4,. it proportionnel au pourcentage total dlutilisation do cette vitesso dana le spectre.

Do lh, nous soan.es pasads au apmý(tra moyen do ce typo d'utiliaation.

Par ailleura, nous ~vons ddtermin6 a6pargment lea pourcentages d'utilisation do l'apparell aux dif-
fdrentes vitesses er aux diffdrentea altitudes.

Avant do montror plus on ddtail lea rdsultats obtenus 11 oat bon do faire quelques remarquos prdala-
bles.

r4 Tout d'abord, il aurait pout 6tre fallu 61iminer l~ea premibres heuros 16 vol pendant lesquolles la
advdrit4 des manoeuvres a dt4 trhs faible. (Il y avait sans douto la crainte du "moucha~rd"). Noun no
l'avona pas fait car la pdriode d'adaptation des premiers pilotes a 6td trbs courts.

Enfin, h 1'iasue du travail, noun evans constatd quo la dispersio.n des meaures entre lea diffdrenta
apparoila dtait suffisamment faible pour qu'on puisse retonir un spectre moyen relatif au type
d'utihisation consid4rd.



Comparons maintenant ce spe~ctre moysri avec celul qui avait Wt imagind aprbs discussion avec lea
spdcialistes :Is figure 7 donne le spectre gdngral ott l'on voit que, par rapport aux prdvisions, nous
avofla

- un peu plus de vol stationnairo,

-. trbe pou do vol en montde mais plus de vol latdrai,

- uris rdpartition beaucoup plus rdgulibre des vitesses et des facteurs de charge

- des factours do charge jusqu'h ls VNE comprise

- des approchem plus longues

- 7 % do rotation au aul non endemmagsazite

La figure 8 montre ls rdpartition des facteurs do charge en fonction de la vitczqe. On voit quo l'on
a pratiquemont I. mime pourcentage total de viragos, maism ioux rdpartis en fonction de la vitoase.
La majoritd des viragos so fait h factour de charge do 1,15 (300 d'inclinaison) au lieu do 1,4 (450)
maim on atteint do temps h autre des facteurs do charge allant jusquth 2 (600)

4 Il memble bien quo, au momns pour certains 61dments do llappareil, Is spectre mesur4 soit plus 96vbre
quo le spectre omtim4 si l'on no tient pas compte do la rdpartition des masses ot des altitudes dent
la figure 9 donne Is comparaison avec loe prdvisions

Pour lea hdlicoptbres moyons, on voit quo 70 % des vole ae font h momse do 90 % do Is meanss maxisale
et seu~lament 5 % au voiainage do cotte dernibre (ontro 95 ot 100 %). A titre comparatif, noun avons4 i indiqu6 dona Is mime tableau ia rdpartition does masses au ddcollage 9btenue our notro hdlicoptbro
1dger Gazelle (5 places Gt 1900 kg do masse totals). On constate quo, probablement par 1e fail qu'uno

r machine ldg~r* oat plus facile h resplir qu'uno grease, il y a un net ddplacesont do la rdpartition
4 ~vera lea masses dlevdem (28 % ontre 95 at 100 )

En ce qui concerns l'altitude, il y a dvidemment beaucoup plus do dispersion dans los diffdrenta
dohantilions oxaminds, et, d'accord avec los utilisateurs, noun avona retonu uno rdpartition voiaine
do cells do l'apparoil qui faisait 10 plus do vol on montagne. Le domaine d'altitudo retenu eat
malgrd tout nettement plus favorable quo I. domains oatimd: 3 % au lieu do 10 h 3000 maet 89 % au
aol au. lieu do 70.

L'appiication du nouveau opuctre au calcul does durdos do vie du PUMA militairo a conduit h does gains

trha iraportants

- durde do vie dobl pour les pales principals. *t arribre

- durde do vie deux h treis fois plus crande pour certaina didments des commandos do vol (plateau
cyclique, beulon h oeil) et do Is suspension du rotor principal, pour no citer qua loa plus impor-
tants.

6 -DIFFERENCIATION DES DUHEES DE VIE PAR TYPE D'ITILISATION

Comm. noua llavons vu prdcddeument, lea durdos do vie sont trbs sensibles au spectre d'utilimatien
at, du point do vue dconomiquo, il y a tout h fait intdr~t h corner do plus prbs la rdalitd6 en affec-
tant urie dur"de d vie variable 4 un mime 4idment suivant le type d'utilisation do ilapparoil sur
lequel il eat aent6.

Ceci pose des problboae do suivi ammo: difficiles & rdmoudre en toute sdcuritd chez le censtructour
ot cho: l'utilisateur et pour lebquola noun aliens essayer do jeter quolquos bases.

Tout d'abord, il eat pratiquement exclu do doannr aux utilisateurs uris durde do vie Ilk is cartel,
qu ±1 faudrait suivre au prix do nombrsuzx coefficients cerrecteurs e. d'une comptabiiitd compliqude
considdrarit h Is feis le typo do miasion et Is pibco ohse-mime.

I. en rdsulterait do nombrouses errcura prdjudiciabies h ias acurit6.

Dana ce cas, ii eat prdfdrablo do chercher h ddterainer un spectre mayen comme noun Ilavons ddjh ox-
poad.

Ii ae peut par centre qu'une machine soit, h temps partial. utiliade pour uris mission trbs ondomma-
geante pour lluri do sea 414ments. C'est le cas par oxemplo pour ia puivdrisation agricoel en r6gimo
do transition (pales principsies) ou le remorquage (pales arribre). On pout alers ddfinir un coeffi-
cio-nt cerrecteur par lequel l'utilisateur multipliers los heures de vol rdelles do Is mission pour
obtenir les houi-es h comptribiliser p~ur 11414ment considdr4. Dana co coam, 1'd1dnnt en question sora
retird du service 4 un nembre d'heures constant pr4cis6 dane is Manuel d'Entretien.

4" Dans is nosuro ott !s mission censiddr& ect effoctude par une version doande de I'appareal 11 faudrait..
pour augmenter ia sdcuritd, diminuor la durde do vie do l'4ldment pour Is version censiddrde et sigaa-
ler quo lea houros do vol offoctuges hers do is mission dommageanto peuvent 6tre affec'6e dlun cooef-
ficient minoratour. C'est h la fois gararntir qu'un oubli nWest peas dangemeux et motiver l'utilisateur
pour qui is comptabilit6 demaridde roprdeente un gain dlargent.
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4 Il arrive enfin qu'une version dlun appareil donng conduise, pour une mdme pibce, hk une durde do vie
diff~rente de celle des autres versions. Il nly a dana ce cas aucun problbme do documentation
puisqu'on pen~t afficher une dur6e de vie di±'f~ronte par version dana Ie Manuel d'Entretien. Copendant,
pour 6vitpr de6 errours au moment des rdvisions, ii Taut pouvoir distinguer les pibcos appartunant
aux dif±'drentes versions do l'mppareil, par exemplo en lour donnsnt un numdro de pibce diffdrent.

Nous avons rdsolu le problbmo dans des cas analogues en gardant le mime numdro individuel pour toute.s
les pibces h P'4at neuf puis en frappant, devant ce num~ro et h la premibrb r~vision de ]'ensemble,
une lettre caractdristique do la version. Ceci suppose 6videmment quo l'on porte sur la plaquetto
d'identificmtion do l'ensemble 1e code do version mu moment oit celui-ci est affoct4 pour Ia premibre
fois et quo, mu travers des rdvisions, cot ensemble soit toujours romont6 sur dos epparoils do mamo
version.

7 -CONCLUSION

En matibre do calcul des durdes do vie, 1e spectre dt mutilisation a uno importance trbs grando comme
nous venons do le montrer ot il est tout h fait rentable do 1e ddtorminor expdrimentaloment.

Il me somble pr~fdrable do saisir lea parambtros eosentiels du vol (vitosse, factour do charge,
etc... ) piutdt quo des donndes plus dlabor~es (contraintos, efforts, etc... ) dent il no sera plus
possible do tiror parti pour un appareil nouveau ou pour une extrapolation do l'apparoil considdr4.
Coci permet d'ailleurs des dchanges faciles mu nivemu des constructours et des Services Officiels
dans des groupes do travail comae colui auquel nous participons.

Le choix dos h6licoptbres h retenir pour faire lldvaluation a uwie grondo importance :il n3 s'agit

pins do couvrir l'sppareil qui a l'utilismtion Ia plus sdvbre dana chaque cas minis d'mvoir un
dchantlillon statistique permettant d'estimer do manibre valable 1e spectre moyen de la flotte consi-
d~rde. En offot, puisque tout eat rammnd h un risque do rupture, on peut ostimer quo Ia probabilit6
d'mvoir la pibce do rdsistanco la plus faible montdo our l'appareil I0 plus malmend oat extramement

pette,1 Daine touts ha mesure du posuib~e, on conservera une dur~e do vie unique pour une m4me pibce. Cependant,
pour do rares utilisationa fortement p~nalisantes pour un trbs petit nombre d'6l4ments codteux, on
fixara un coefficient correctour permettant do transformer lea heures do vol rdelles on durde do vie
consoamme.

U Il eat bien dvidont quo llon a intdr~t h s'affranchir du pr',blbme des dur6eade vie, notamment en
concevant des pibces dont Ia ddtdrioration eat progressive et visible cosine cleat ddjh Is cas pour un
certain nombro do rdalisations en plmstiquea' arads. Cependant, m~me dane ce ems, Ia connaissance du
spectre eat primordiale pour lour justification.

Si jmavais enfin h me prononcer our 1e point do l'6tudo des spectres qui sorait 10 plus utile h r6gler
dane l'imm~diat par un groupe do travail comae 10 ndtre, je dirais quo cleat ha statistique des masses
et do la dtrde des vole, pour diffdrents types do missions et plusiours tonnages dlhdlicoptbres.

Cleat h sfi ernegeetl lssimple h recueillir et 10 plus difficilo h apprdhender.
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THE IMPACT OF HELICOPTER MISSION SPECTRA ON FATIGUE

by

G. Reichert

Messerschmitt-B6lkow-Blohm GmbH

Postfach 801140
8000 Mlnchen 80, Germany

SUMMARY

Helicopter components are requested to have long service lives, comir.g close to
unlimited lifetimes. However, there are still real problems in the accurate prediction
of the resulting component lives because this requires the availability of adequate
mission load spectra.

The nature of the typical fatigue loading situation, in combinaticn with the re-
quested long lifetimes raises the question of the sensitivity to variations in mission
requirements and load spectra. For a light helicopter with a hingeless rotor system
using fiberglass rotor blades - in commercial as well as in military application - the
influence of different mission requirements on load spectra and fatigue will be discus-
sed. Normally, only a small porticn of the complete mission is of importance for fatigue.
Therefore, the impact of modified mission spectra on fatigue can be assessed, and no cri-
tical situation should arise if the overall design philisophy is adequate to prevent a
high sensitivity.

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of the fatigue critical components of a helicopter, which are mainly
the blades, the hub, and the drive system, requires the availability of adequate loads
prediction methods and of a good representation of actual operational conditions to
establish reliable mission load spectra. The rapidly expanding role of the helicopter
in civilian as well as military operation has greatly changed the utilization of this
airctaft and the resulting load spectrum has become more severe. The improving capabil-
lity in the area of loads prediction will be of little value if it is not possible to
establish realistic mission load spectra which are compatible with the operational re-
quirements. Such data should be available during all steps of the development.

The mission profiles and the quantitative values for the flight conditions are
different for the varioua helicopter concepts. It is obvious that a large transport
helicopter will differ from a antitank helicopter, or a helicopter in civilian o'era-
tion from a military helicopter which will do a high percentage of its operation in
extreme nap-of-the-earth flying.

The Messerschmitt-Bblkow-Blohm Company has gained good experience with its light
L4 helicopter MBB - BO 105 (Figure 1, Ref. 1) which is engaged in civilian as well as in

military operations. Up to now, about 250 ships have been del~vjred to customers, and
some 150 000 hours of flight time have been accumulated. The first ships have about
3 600 hours of flight time. This experience is of special importance and interest be-
cause the BO 105 is the first production helicopter with a hingeless rotor and fiber-
glass rotorblades, which has been able to proof its broad ability in practical opera-
tion for a longer time. The broad spectrum of operation and experience includes utility,
executive type, rescue, police, offshore, lighthouse supply mission in civilian operation,
and LOH type, Scout and antitank missions in military operation.

Besides the problems resulting from the broad field of operation, which is typi-
cal for many light helicopters, the additional quest'ins associated with the new tech-
nology like the different loading situation of the hi,igeless rotor and the behaviour of
the fatigue loaded fiberglass blades had to be subject of special consideration.

2 LOADING AND FATIGUE SITUATION OF A HINGELESS ROTOR HELICOPTER

The historical story of the helicopter is marked by the struggle against dynamic
forces at the rotor system and the dynamic characteristics of the whole helicopter. In
the early days with the insufficient knowledge of the physical-technical correlations,
the introduction of the blade attachment hinges was the only way to overcome the mecha-
nical strength difficulities at the rotor blades and the control probiems of the whole
helicopter caused by the dissimmetry in the conditions of flow, and for a long period
of time all successful helicopters were equipped with articulated rotors. Nowadays, ro-
tors with rigid or so-called hingeless blade attachmtnt are of great interest, because
they offer mechanical simplification and improved handlixg qualities in comparison to
the helicopter with an articulated rotor. The hingeless rotor is a new technology, which

Stoday is already a pioven technology, offering a wide range for further improvements.
The unterstanding and the theoretical background, as well as the materials to withstand
the high vibratory loads are now available, (Ref. 2 - 6).



For hingles rts without flappngna hinges there is the possibility to transfer
high moments from the blades to the hub and the fuselage, thereby the control of the he-
licopter becomes more powerful, faster and more direct, and nearly independent of rotor
thrust. The hingeless rotor helicopter, therefore, is a step forward fulfilling the re-
quirements for handling qualities of modern military helicopters with the ability of
extreme nap-of-the-earth flying. The changed loading situation with high moment loads

$ at the blade root area, at the hub, and at the rotor shaft have to be considered in che
design. Figure 2 illustrates the different loading situation of a hingeless rotor and
an articulated rotor with a small flapping hinge offset. If the aerodynamic lift at the
blade is the same for both rotors, it produces the same force at the hinge or blade
attachment respectively, and at the center of the hub; but for the moments th,'ie is a
pronounced difference at the blade root and the hub. At a flapping hinge without re-
straint there will be no moment at all. For the hingeless zotor with blades of high ela-
sticity there exists also an area at the blade with relatively low moments indicating
an effective or equivalent hinge. Compared to a typical articulated rotor riith a hinge
offset of about 2 ÷ 3% of the radius, the equivalent hinge offset of a typical hinge-
less rotor is about 15%. Consequently, due to the different lever arm for the acting
forces, the moments at the center of the hub will be quite different. The resulting mo-
ment at the hub can be reduced to a certain degree by coning the hub arms and thus pro-
ducing an unloading moment out of centrifugal forces. Normally, the precone angle will
be chosen for unloading with the design rotor thrust. Other thrust conditions and of

' course alternating thrust of the blades will result in corresponding moments at the hub.
It should be pointed out that these moments resulting out of cyclic control inputs are
intentioned; they are the basis of the improvements in handling qualities. The most
stressed section of a hingeless rotor therefore is the blade attachment section, the
hub and the rotcr shaft. The blade main section is relatively low stressed with a pro-
per design.

V The possibility to transfer high moments from the rotor blades to the hub and the
fuselage gives the changed situation for the control and trim behaviour. The control of
helicopters with articulated rotors is mainly done by inclination of the thrust vector
thus producing a moment around the center of gravity of the helicopter. For a helicopter
with a hingeless rotor system an inclination of the thrust vector is combined with a
strong hub moment, and the moment around the center of gravity is a combination of this
hub moment and the moment due to the thrust inclination. The loading of the rotor shaft
and the gearbox with its suspension is different in the two cases. For the articulatedSrotor the moment is built up 1-neariy towards the center of gravity (cg); in the case
of the hingeless rotor the hub and the shaft are subjected to a relatively high moment
loading. Trim conditions, which need a rotor produced moment to overcome cg-travel or
slope landing condition, for instance, require an alternating first harmonic moment in
the rotating system for the hingeless rotor, whereas in the case of an articulated ro-
tor, because of the equivalence of cyclic control and blade flapping, only an inclina-
tion of the thrust would be necessary. For the trim requirements in forward flight there
are nearly no differencus for both rotor systems, because the cyclic control is needed
to overcome an aerodynamic nonuniformity, to which the dynamic systems of the rotors are
of minor importance.

Higher harmonic blade loads resulting frozq the flow condittons of forward flight
produce alternating forces at the hub for both rotor systems, and in addition for the
hingeless rotor moments at the blade root and the hub. For a dynamnially well tuned hin-
geless rotor these higher harmonic moments are relatively low compared to the first har-
monic moments needed for trim or flight maneuvers. Figure 3 shows a typical case with a
pronounced first harmonic part. The higher harmonic loads are exciting vibrations; and
a low vibration level requires a good dynamic design for the rotor itself and in combi-
nation with the fuselage, for all rotor systems. However, for the component sizing for
fatigue of a dynamically welltuned hingeless rotor only the first harmonic loads are
determining.

To get optimal dynanic characteristics for a ningeless rotor system, the stiff-
ness of the rotor system, which means for the MBB-system the stiffness of the elastic
blades, should not be too high. The stiffness is defined by the flexural stiffness which
is the product of the modulus of elasticity E and the moment of inertia J representing
the cross-sectional area of the blade. The same flexural stiffness EJ can be realized
for instance, with a high E of steel and a small J which means a thin cross-section or
a low E like that of fiberglass reinforced plastic material and a larger J or crossec-
tion. In both cases the same moment loading must be tolerable for fatigue. The relation
of the modulus of elasticity is about 5 for the two materials, but the relation of the
fatigue stress allowables is only about 2. Therefore,the fiberglass material is much
better than steel for a hingeless attached rotor blade. The stress allowables of fiber-
glass material result in blades of nearly unlimited life. Steel would be a very poor
solution and also aluminuw because of the low stress allowables. Figure 4 illustrates
,hese conditions. The differences in the material properties are even more pronounced
if the essential notch factors will be considered.

The main section of a hingeless attached blade outside the attachment area should
Snormally not have fatigue problems. The loads are lower, and theie will be enough sec-

tional area, because no weight-saving construction is necessary normally. For other rea-
sons, i.e., for flight dynamical reasons of autorotational behaviour a certain mass of
the blades (or better a certain moment of inertia around the rotor axis) 1- desirable.
This will result in favourable conditions for the stresses.



The typical fatigue problems of helicopters are high-cycle fatigue. The components
of the dynamic system are loaded at frequencies which are multiples of the rotor speed
with the highest loads in the first harmonic for the hingeless rotor, which means 7 cyc-
les per second for the BO 105. This loading rate represents 25 million load cycles per
thousand operating hours. Figure 5 shows a stress history of a typical helicopter flight
on the blade root end. The helicopter components experience a relatively high frequency
of cyclic loading. The high frequency cyclic loading is normally caused by bending mo-
ments. The low-cycle loads, which are the start-stop cycles, are resulting out of centri-
fugal forces. Their loading rate is with about 1 + 5 000 cycles per 1 000 hours of flight
low compared to the high-cycle loads. In most case. the start-stop cycles, therefore are
of no influence for fatigue. But there can be some rotor components which are mainly loa-
ded by the centrifugal forces - for instance the torsion-tension bars, which have the
function to unload the blade feathering hinges and the hub from centrifugal forces. Such
components have to be sized to withstand the low-cycle fatigue loading. Figure 6 shows
the typical loads history of such a low-cycle fatigue component.

3. DETERMINATION OF FATIGUE LIFE

Most components of the dynamic system of helicopters are still today safe-life
components. Only some of them are using failure-warning systems, others try to make use
of some fail-safe features. Nevertheless, the basic fatigue problem of helicopters re-
mains the problem of the prediction of safe lifetimes for the components which allow to
remove the parts at a service-time with extremely remote probability of fatigue failure.

Th; prediction of fatigue life necessitates the knowledge of the load spectrum to
which a part is exposed and of the fatigue strength of the part itself, see Figure 7.
Load spectrum and fatigue strength are both statistical, therefore also fatigue life is
a statistical quantity. The overall situation of the methods in prediction of fatigue
life, especially for high-cycle loaded components, is not at all satisfactory. The more
simple methods as for intutance cumulative damage calculations with Miner's theory, which
can easily be used in practice, are inaccurate and problematic; the more accurate methods
using a direct load spectrum testing are only limited suited for practical use, because
there is not enough information about loads in the early steps of development. In addi-
tion there will be difficulties if the spectrum has to be changed, and last but not least
the expenditure for testing and of time is extremely high. Therefore, still today, the
cumulative damage theories axe mostly used in the helicopter industry. It is not intended
here to discuss the differing methods - their advantages and disadvantages, only the si-
tuation from the viewpoint of the practical engineer will be illustrated.

The theories of cumulative damage allow the separation of the problem of fatigue
strength of the components from the problem of load spectra. The connection is only done
by a simple calculation. To determine the fatigue component strength no information is
needed of the real load spectrum in service; and there is no problem in the calculation
of lifetime if the loads are changing.

The determination of the fatigue strength is normally be done by S-N testing of
full-scale components. Figures 8 4 10 show typical results of such bench fatigue tests
for the components blade, hub,and rotor shaft of the BO 105. The mean strength line
(meaning 50% survival) and the line for 99.9% survival are shown. Since fatigue strength
is of statistical nature a relatively large number of tests has to be used in establish-
ing reliable S-N curves. Additional information, which is helpful in the statistical re-
lations, can be taken from small specimen tests, i.e., information about the general shape
of the S-N curve and about standard deviations (Ref. 7, 8).

In the figures the lines of 99.9% survival probability are compared with flight
loads. All loads of normal level flight conditions are below fatigue endurance, only
some loads of extreme maneuvers or extremi slope landing conditions will be somewhat
higher. The situation is abouL the same for all three components. This means that blade,
hub and rotorshaft are structurally well matched in design. Since the most frequent loads
are the relatively low loads of the normal flight conditions, long fatigue lives can be
expected.

In using Miner's theory of linear cumulative darage only such loads will have an
effect on fatigue which are higher than the fatigue endurance loadq. Considering cur'ila-
tive damage theories to be sufficiently reliable, the whole fatigue problem is reduced
to the problem of the prediction of the high loads and their freq4ucncy of extreme flight
conditions, and that is the real problem. It can be stated that the uncertainty in this
prediction lb much higher than that of the methods of fatigue life prediction. The higher
expenditure of improved fatigue l-fe prediction methods, as for instance loads spectrumtesting, would only make sense if load spectra of high reliability, especially in the
range of the higher loads, could be established.

4. MISSION LOAD SPECTRA OF A LIGHT HELICOPT2R

To establish mission load spectia, it requires the knowledge about all operational
missions and flight profiles, and the determination of the loads for all flight conditions.
The preOiction of the loads maybe a problem for some extreme flight conditions, but the
main loAds, which are necessary for structural design, can be determined with adequate
accuracy during all stages of the development of a helicopter. In the design phase,



the loads will be calculated. The analytical models, both for stationary and instationa-
ry flight conditions, are sufficient to give enough information about the loads for near-
ly all conditions to be considered. The situation in loads prediction methods was dis-
cussed in an AGARD Specialists Meeting (Ref. 9), therefore it is not necessary to dis-
cuss the methods here. Also in the case of the hingeless rotor helicopter there are no
problems. For the hingeless rotor the first harmonic rotor loads are normally moat im-
portant, and these loads can be predicted with relatively high accuracy (Ref. 10). As
already shown in Figure 3, there is good correlation between theoretical and measured
values for level flight conditions. But also for extreme maneuvers, the correlation is
sufficient as Figure 11 illustrates. During the flight testing phase, and for final
qualification and certification of a helicopter,measured flight loads will be available.
If there was adequate work in the previous stages of development, only minor corrections
for the loads will be necessary. The determination of loads for specified conditions -
analytically or experimentally - is in the line of rational work for engineers. The for-
ces and moments are in confirmity with physical laws, and there is no necessity for spe-
culation.

Quite different is the situation for the complete mission load spectrum which is
the combination of the loads of all flight conditions to be considered. The first que-
stion is, which conditions of flight should be considered. The flight envelope which has
to be established during the development generally gives the basic information. The de-
monstrated flight envelope, together with the regulations and restrictions of the flight
manual, give the scope of all possible flight conditions determining both viltimate andfatigue loads. The next questions are, which conditions of flight will be probable, howmuch time will a helicopter fly in different conditions of flight, which is the distri-
bution of the determining parameters, as for instance speed altitude, and gross weight.
For such questions there are no rational answers. The engineer has to leave the rational
laws, and has to rely on speculation. The mission profile is usually established from
considering all probable uses of a helicopter. Historical experience with helicopters is
most helpful. Experience has resulted in standard mission spectra, which will be used for
certification. Figure 12 shows the wellknown FAA mission spectrum (Ref. 11). The service-
time is distributed to different flight conditions. For the design of most helicopters
this or slightly modified spectra are used. There is no doubt, that different operational
requirements will really result in different mission distributions. But as long as the
certification of a helicopter allows to use it for all operations which can be flown with-
in the qualified flight envelope, which is common practice for civilian certification,
the same mission load spectrum has to be used independent of the effective future opera-
tional usage. Such a design and qualification philosophy is adequate for civilian, espe-
cially light helicopters, which will normally be used in utility operation with a large
variety of mission, but the situation seems to be somewhat different for pure military
application. Of course, there will be operational requirements as for instance for the
L^H, liaison and training helicopters which will result in about the same mission load
spectra as for civilian helicopters, but for special task helicopters, as for instance
antitank or gunship helicopters, special mission spectra should also be established. It
is generally possible to use for different versions of a military helicopter also diffe-
rent mission load spectra depending on the special operational requirements. But it is
doubtful if such a procedure would be practical. Therefore it should be restricted to
those cases only, which would result in an extreme reduction of service-life if the most
severe operational loads would be considered for the standard helicopter. Different ser-
vice-lives may be the result if a helicopter has to fulfill new mission requirements
which were not within the primary requirements for the development; for instance, if a
utility helicopter will be modified later on to a gunship-helicopter. In the future, such
mission modifications should be less critical, because there is a pronounced tendency to-
wards increased power and greater agility for new helicopters, especially for light and
medium size helicopters which have to do most of their operation under extreme nap-of-the-
earth flying. This requires consideration of the full flight and maneuver range for the
structural and the fatige design.

The determination of the complete load spectrum of a. helicopter has to be conside-
red as a multidimensional statistical problem. The time distribution of the flight pro-
file, as already mentioned, is found in a mixed procedure of operational considerations,
resorts to tradition or experience, and probabilistic or speculative considerations. But
this proportionate distribution of the different flights is only the first step. In anext step, the load distributions of the different flights have to be determined. Themain parameters, which have to be considered are gross weLght, cg-position, atmospheric

* conditions, and the factors defining the agility of maneuvers. The procedure again in the01 same. Operational consideration will give some support, but in this case probabilistic orspeculative rý.asoning is also necessary, especially for the maneuvers.

For the helicopter BO 105, the FAA flight profile with the percentage of occurren-
ce for the different flight conditions formed also the basis for the determination of the
complete loads spectrum. Only minor modifications have been adopted. For instance, the
high per cent occurrence of autorotation was reduced, because the BO 105 is twin-engined,
and there will be no necessity for long autorotational flight. The per cent occurrence
for some extreme maneuvers, for speeds higher than VNE (never exceed speed), and for side-
ward and rearward flight was increased. In addition, hoist operations and slope landing
conditions were introduced, because they may result in high loads for helicopters with a
hingeless rotor system. The established flight profile is a mixed speed and maneuver
spectrum. It contair., no information about the spectra of grossweight Und cg-position or
atmospheric conditions. Therefore, the basic profile needs a further split. The result
as it is used for the BO 105 is shown in Figure 13.



Now, the flight profile seems to be well enough defined to determine the loada
spectrum; however an uncertainty about the severity of the maneuvers in real flight re-
mains. It is the question of the load factors in pull-up maneuvers and turns, and also
of the pilot's behaviour in maneuvers which may result in high loads without creating
high load factors as for instance control reversal maneuvers. It should be noted here,
that the spectrum of maneuver load factors seems not to be sufficient for establishing
a complete maneuver spectrum. The maneuver loads spectrum will be highly influenced by
the characteristics of the helicopter and the type of its rotorsystem. The hingeless ro-
tor helicopter offers a high agility in maneuvers, and the structural design should be
done in a way which allows to us• its full potential. For the BO 105 the maneuver loads
were determined in a special flight test program with several pilots, which were instruc-
ted to use the full maneuver potential for all segments of the complete flight program
without any restrictions. Of course, these flight tests had been done fully instrumented.
Their results, together with the results of the general loads flight program due to the
established flight profile formed the complete loads spectrum. Figure 14 to 16 show ty-
pical results for rotorblade root moments (flapwise and inplane), and for the rotorshaft.
Only measured loads were considered for these spectra. The frequencies of the different
load grades were determined bi use of special counting methods.

It is not intended to start a discussion about the shape of the distribution,e.g.,
whether it should be a normal distribution or not. Of course, it should be possible by
modification of the flight profile to influence the distribution cf the steps in the spec-
tra to make it more smooth. But it seems to be worthwhile to mention that the distribution
may slightly differ for the different components, and Load conditions. The relatively
high frequencies of the highest loads are the res',.t of highly conservative assumptions
for the extreme maneuvers and extreme slope landing cond±Lions. The highest loads, for in-
stance up to 11 900 Nm for the rotorshaft are beyond the range as it is defined in the
flight manual. All BO 105 helicopters are equipped with a loads guide indicator showing
the rotorshaft moment. The range of normal flight is up to 6 900 Nm, loads above 9 800 Nm
(1 000 mkp) are not allowed. Experience has shown that such an indicator is helpful for
some spocial maneuvers, as extreme slope landingsl and in addition it provides long term
data because all exceedings will be recorded. The admitted range is sufficient to do all
maneuvers, and exceedings are extremely remote. Becauie of the correlation between the
loads of the rotorshaft, the rotorhub, and the blade unrecorded overstressing of all com-
ponents will be avoided. This maneuver guide indicator is no real flight restriction,
even for very extreme maneuvers. The BO 105 demonstrated loops and rolls, and these ma-
neuvers can be flown within the admitted range.

In Figures 14 to 16 the fatigue endurance limits of the components are indicated.
These limit lines are at relatively high load graies. All the loads of level flight con-
ditions, and also most of the maneuvers necessary for normal flight are below fatigue en-
durance, meaning that they do not contribute to fatigue if cumulative damage theories are
used. For the BO 105 only the extreme conditions of

right and left turns,
rolling pull-outs,
longitudinal reversal,
cyclic and collective pull-ups,
111 per cent VNE,

autorotational flight,
slope landings and starts

may result in loads higher than fatigue endurance. All other conditions, and their per
cent of occurrence are not of importance for fatigue ovaluation. Therefore, not to much
effort should be applied for further improvements of the flight profile as long as the
nondamaging portions are concerned.

As the BO 105 was primarily designed for civilian operation and certification, it
has to be checked if military operational requirements for LOH-type and antitank missions
will necessitate a remarkable modification. Longterm military evaluation, and special mili-
tary flight programs simulating military tactics under extreme nap-of-the-earth flying
have proven that the highly conservative mission loads spectrum of the civilian BO 105
is also sufficient for the military version Measurements indicate that in the tactical
environment of nap-of-the-earth flying rapid and extreme maneuvers will be necessary with

maximum load factors up to 2.5 g,
roll angles up to 80 degrees,

rolling speeds up to 50 degrees per second,
pitch angles up to 40 degrees,

pitching speeds up to 40 degrees per second.

The rapid rate of change of those parameters up to their extremes dill, of course, result
in high loads. But these maneuvers are all within the normal flight enve ope, and the
loads witain the normal loads spectrum. All maneuvers can be performed within the conser-
vatively admitted range of the loads or maneuver guide indicator.

L'



5. IMPACT OF MODIFIED MISSION SPELL".? ON FATIGUE

Even if only a few flight conditions out of the complete mission profile will con-
tribute to fatigue of the components, the sensitivity to changes in their percentage of
occurrence has to be checked. A brief study which should give a better feeling for the
overall situation was eone ýRef. 12). This study was based on the assumption of linear
damage accumulation following Miner's theory and on some probabilistiv relations. The
mission profile was modified in such a manner that all the different conditions of flight,
also the related loads remained the same, only the percentage of their occurrence was
changed. For this case it is very easy to reevaluate fatigue life. Often it will be suf-
ficient to consider only one flight condition which exerts a prevailing influence neg-
lecting the other conditions. It can be shown that a simple relation for the resulting
fatigue life L can be derived as

Cl
L=

a + c2

in which a is the relative occurrence of the modified flight condition; c, and c2 are con-
stants depending on the fatigue strength of the component to be considered, on the unchan-
ged portion of the loads spectrum, and of course on the relation of the loads (see Appen-
dix). The fatigue lives of the critical BO 105 components, which are blade, hub, and shaft,
are, as already mentioned, influenced only by a few flight conditions. The data necessary
for the calculation of the fatigue lives considering these damaging flight conditions with
the obtained results are shown in the tables of Figures 17 to 19. With the per cent occur-
rence of the standard spectrum the calculated lifetim3s are more than

5 000 hours for the rotor shaft,

11 000 hours for the rotor hub,

22 000 hours for the blades.

The tables in Figures 20 to 22 illustrate the influence of a changed percentage of
occurrence of the different flight conditions. Most effective for the fatigue life of the
rotor shaft are che maneuvers "Rigl* and Left Turns". The certification of the BO 105 was
done with 6 per cent occurrence for this flight condition. Modifying the occurrence to
3 per cent would increase whereas a modification to 12 per cent would reduce the fatigue
life factor to 1.7 and 0.55 respectively. The modification effects of the other flight
conditions are of less importance, as long as their percentage of occurrence is comparab-
ly small. For the rotor hub and the blades the situation is about the same. A relatively
high sensitivity as the result of right and left turn maneuvers raises the question whe-
ther a further, more detailed consideration could be necessary; and a further study will
be done. As for all maneuvers, also for the right and left turns very extreme conditions
have been considered to determine the loads spectrum, therefore, in the next step only
the loads spectrum of the right and left turns has to be reviewed. Most probably, the
percentage of most extreme turns with maximum bank angles is to high in the turn mareu-
ver spectrum. Perhaps, a more realistic distribution would result in a situation with a
less pronounced sensitivity. This brief study shows that modified spectra can be of an
immense effect on fatigue lives, but there are simple methods which allow the quick as-
sessment of these effects. If there is enough information about the most damaging condi-
tions of the flight profile - and this information should be available for all helicop-
ters - expecially the detailed load spectra of these conditions should be further revie-
wed to avoid unnecessary high conservatism. If the operational requirements are chang1.ng
or if some helicopters have to do special missions, resulting in widely changed loads
spectra,the'changed component lives can be calculated with the simple procedure as shown
previously.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although the methods for the determination of loads spectra and for fatigue life
evaluation have been all but satisfactory all the years, the overall situation is not as
bad as it might seem at a glance. Helicopter technology is rapidly progressing, and the
service-lives of all components are increasing. Requirements for new military helicopters
ask for lifetimes of 5 000 or 10 000 operating hours of the dynamically loaded components,
and these requirements can be materialized nowadays. The era of the older helicopter suf-
fering under fatigue problems with low service-lives for the components has gone. Of cour-
se, this has become feasible by the enormous progress in the general technology with im-
proved systems and materials, and with a better understanding, but also with the proble-
matic methods of fatigue prediction as they are available for practical use. From the
standpoint of airworthiness the helicopter is a safe vehicle; the still remaining fatigue
problems are more or less due to unforeseen effects. The uncertainty in establishing flight
profiles, and the problematic nature of the fatigue life prediction are compensated by
very coaservative assumptions.

The more and more pronounced tendency of the modern military helicopter towards
higher power and improved performance, towards higher agility and qualification for ex-
treme nap-of-the-flying, towards improved survivability and reliability, and towards re-
duced maintenance costs will further improve the situation. To fulfill the high require-
ments of maneuverability it is necessary to use the full flight potential of the helicop-
ter, and the sizing of the components has to be adequate. The requirements for crashwor-
thinesb, for reduced vulnerability, and for damage tolerance ask for an adequate design



philosophy. Fail safe devices and materials, which are, in addition to excellent strength
properties, damage tolerant, insensitive to notches, and free of corrosion, as glassfiber
reinforced plastic material, are getting more and more important.

The hingeless rotorsystem with fiberglass rotorblades offers a high potential al-
though the dynamic loads are higher for some components compared to the articulated rotor.
There is no problem in sizing its components; the theoretical aetermination of the loads
is even easier, because the critical loads are mainly firstharmonic. The glassfiber ro-
torblades which are virtually failsafe are the only ones which achieve therequested fa-
tigue lives of the future helicopter in today's operation.

The requested long lifetimes result in a design philosophy with the adequate sizing
that all loads of level flight conditions and of all maneuvers with frequent occurrence
should not contribute to fatigue damage. Mainly extreme maneuvers of infrequent occurrence,
considering the full flight potential, will decide fatigue life. The uncertainty of the
mission spectra will always remain, but only the spectra of extreme conditions will be of
intereat. These extreme conditions maybe considered with conservative assumptions without
major penalties. The practical methods seem to be sufficiently safe, however, they should
be continuou"sly improved to avoid oversizing. More emphasis should be given tc the spec-
tra of extreme maneuvers, and also the methods to determine fatigue life under these con-
ditions should be better established.
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' 1 APPENDIX

EVALUATION OF LOAD SPECTRA AND FATIGUE LIVES BY STATISTICAL METHODS

Approaching the frequency curve of each flight condition by a logarithmic normal
distribution and using the Miner hypothesis of damage accumulation a practical method to
evaluate load spectra and fatigue lives is obtained. To get the most possible simplicity
a special representation for scatter and size of loads is necessary (Ref. 12).

There are two items by which a normal distribution is completely defined: The me-
dian ý and the standard deviation s or scatter factor c of the loads. Statistical analy-
sis of flight measurement data of the helicopter BO 105 showed, that within certain li-
mits the same standard deviation for all interesting flight conditions may be used:

s = log C = .06000; E = 1.14815.

Another simplification is obtained by introducing a dimensionless parameter divid-
ing loads by their median. One single frequency curve then is valid for all flight condi-
tions (see Figure). The damage of a multilevel loa-
ding is obtained by the Miner Rule as the sum of
cycle ratios. The load range is subdivided into a
number of intervals, each of the same width AF; the
number of cycles An belonging to each level is gi-
ven by the enclosed area of the frequency curve.
For interval or level number j of the flight condi- 1.5 Anj
tion number i the following expression can be de- F
duced from the logarithmic normal distribution:

a tAF
(1) Anij = j

Fi j
Fij 1 +b log- 1.0

_ Fi.Fii

where a = / v2i s ln 10 7
F0.5

and b = 1/2 s2 ln 10 0.5

- DENSITY
The sum of all Anii of the flight condition corre-
sponding to the whole area under the distribution
curve is one event. As only loads in excess of the
part's fatigue limit produce damage, the lower
part of the curve is without influence. Moreover loads exceeding a certain value given by
the load ratio Fma /ý = 0-0 90= 1.5325 have a probability of occurrence so low (1/1000)
that they practically do not exist. Only loads between these two limits (shaded area in
above Figure) are affecting fatigue life.

The denominator of the cycle ratio by which damage is evaluated is the number of
cycles-to-failure of the load level. Using again dimensionless parameters the following
equation deduced from the kunwn Stromeyer formula for single level loading may be used:

-~1/X01 FlF - vF./'F
(2) 1 = ( cl _ )

The fatigue limit F and the material constant C are reduced by a tolerance factor in
order to obtain allowables for a 99.9 per cent survival probability.

Tne fractions of damage produced by the load level number j of the flight condi-
tion number i is given by the ratio:

F.i F /X
a() I

AAnj ýi 'i C 1/X

(3) - = i(_-)N Fij Fi
F, 1 +b log 7-

(--) Fi
Fj

The sum of all fractions taken between the limits F/I and 1.5325 is the total damage of
the flight condition number i. The (C/?I) 'x-fold value of thbs integral is only a func-
tion of the dimensionless fatigue limit F /F,:



Siiij

a Fjj F 1/x

1/x AniJ =

F i Nj Fij(Fijj 1 +b log*-

where a = .05775277
) for s = .06000 see equation (1).

and b = 60.31866

The exponent x in equation (4) is a material constant, appropriate values are for steel
1/2, for titanium and aluminum alloys 1/3, and for GFE (glass fibre reinforced epoxy) 1/6.
The integral Ai is the (C/ýj)j/X-fold damage generated by one cycle of the flight condi-
tion number i. To obtain the damage accuimulated during 1 hour of operation one has to
multiply it by the number of cycles per hour. The main rotor frequency being 7 Hz a num-
ber of 25 200 (= 7 Hz • 3 600 sec) cycles is obtained. The damage for 1 hour operation is
then:

Ai(5) Di = 25 200-

(clp ) 1Ix

The total damage of the mission profile consisting of a number of flight conditions,
each having aiper cent occurrence, is obtained by the following equation:

25 200

(6) D = E ai Di = - a Ai

C1/X
The life in hours is the reciprocal value of this total damage:

C1/x / 25 200
(7) L - 1/X

E ai Ai Fi

By modification of the mission profile of a given aircraft whose flight performance and
part sizes are maintained unchanged only the per cent occurrences are concerned. It is
then easy to reevaluate fatigue life by the aid of equation (7).

Often it is sufficient to treat only the one flight condition which exerts a pre-
vailing influence and neglecting the others. In this case equation (7) takes the simple
form

ci
(8) L -

a + cl

in which a = per cent occurrence of modified flight condition

.# A ci, c 2 = constants obtained by application of equation (7).

At



HELICOPTER DESIGN MIýSSION LOAD SPECTRA

by

A.D, Hall, B.So., C.Eng., M.R.Ae.S.
Westland Helicopters Limited,

Yeovil, Somerset, England.

INTRODUCTION

It is virtually axiomatic that fatigue is a criterion in the design of rotating machinery. It is
equally axiomatic that fatigue is inherent in the structural design of any modern aircraft. When the
helicopter was invented, however, it became clear that the fatigue problems associated with rotating
machinery would be combined with the fatigue problems of aircraft structures and would dominate design,
often to the exclusion of the usual criteria hitherto considered by the Engineer and Designer.

)• Why should this b3 so? In my view there are at least three main reasons. Firstly, there are
many components in a helicopter where we have yet to achieve a 'Fail Safe' design concept, and therefore
the 'Safe Life' approach with all its implications is essential to ensuro a satisfactory and economic
life. Secondly, in many of these components fatigue damage is accumulated at rotor order frequency as
well as at frequencies corresponding to atmospheric turbulence, manoeuvre and flight by flight conditions
leading to a most complex interaction of stresses over the full range of the SIN diagram. Last, but not
least, the magnitude and ouvur•a•nte of this fatigue loading io dependent upon the in aervie lu-eae, wbinli
in the case of a helicopter has often been inadequately defined at the design stage and may change with
the helicopters changed capability and usage. In this situation we have to use what we like to call
'Engineering Judgement' but the validity of this may be limited by our appreciation of changes in
operational use.

think that it would be of interest if I described briefly the various stages of design and
substantiation of the fatigue loaded parto of a helicopter.

At the outset of a project our first requirement is to establish the spectrum of loading that
the various components will be expected to withstand in their future service life. Now a load spectrum
can be considered from two aspects, magnitude and occurrence. The latter may be expressed as a
percentage of total flying time or as a number of occurrences per hour of flight. The magnitude of
loading can be derived in the design stage from calculation or parametric read out from previous similai
aircraft types. Occurrence however can only come from the best assessment of the in-service role usage
that we can make using, perhaps, such standard manoeuvre spectra that we can find in, say, the British
Civil Airworthiness Requirements (which were derived from the old CAM6 spectra) or from documents such

j as the U.S. Naval iequirements of AR56.

The componen~ts are designed for strength on this basis and it soon becomes clear that in the case
of rotating parts such as rotor hubs and blades and primary control components the fatigue considerations
often swamp the normal everyday static stressing cases. Development fatigue testing is then carried out,
often to a spectrum of loads based upon the design load spectra, and modified, when neuessary, to lead
towards the production definition. During this development phase, prototype aircraft are built and
flown and meacurements of stress are made in Ell the critical components throughout the flight envelope
and in all manoeuvre conditions appropriate to the eventual service use of the aircraft. The measured
loads are analysed and, in association with the assumed spectrum of manoeuvres, a production load
spectrum is formed for each component.

We can immediately see that the critical link running through this procedure is the assumed
manoeuvre spectrum. This manoeuvre spectrum is used at the design stage, throughout the development and
prodaction fatigue tests, and is still used in the final fatigue substantiation. It should be emphasised
however that Lhcfatgue substentiation procedures used over many years at Westlands have been well
justified by the virtually negligiole occurrence of catastrophic fatiguo failure uon airzcaft in ser-'ne.
It is evident, however, that an increased knowledge of in service load spectra at the design stage can
only lead to increased life or reduced weight either of which must be greatly beneficial to the operating
costs of the aircraft.

Now we measure the loads in flight, we measure the fatigue strength by means of fatigue tests,

then why don't we measure the occurrence of loads? Well, of course, we do, but it has to be on a
synthetic basis as it would be impractical to wait for extensive tests on a new airoiaft in an

For the remainder of this paper, therefore, I would like to put forward a few thoughts upon the

measurements that should be made and how we should make them. In addition I would like to discass some
of the trials that we have carried out from Westlands dith their rezIalts, and finally where we are trying
to go in the near future.

LOAD SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS

If we wish to carry out a fatigue substantiation it is necessary to have o spectrum of load
levels and their associated percentage timeb. What could bo more easy? We only 1ave to uttacn strain-
gauges to all the appropriate places and tell the service user to go away aor fly it! What then are
the problems?

Let us look at the nature of the loads that we are trying to measure. Firstly, they are loads
or stresses of a vibratory nature and moreover their freqAemAcy nay be of tho order of the rotational
speed of the Main or Tail rotor. The vibratory magnitude of the load does not stay const4at but varies
with the flight conditions of the helicopter and the state of atmospheric turbulence. In addition, of
coirse, 'steady' loads which may, or may not, be preseit and which are superimposed upon the vibrator;
load pattern, are themselves continually varying. For example, the centrifugal stress ulon a main
rotor blade is removed every time the rotor stops. In another case the uean drive torque in a tail
rotor drive shaft fluctuates with the power de..d from the tail rotor aa is juperaipoo•d upon torsional

resonancies in the transmission system.

PRECEDIM PAGa-S .LAI'N NOT FIII4ED



What is more, it is clear that a small sample obtained from a few minutes or even hours of
flight does not give us the full statistical information from which we can derive a spectrum of
occurrence in service. It is in fact necessary to take measurements over a very long period of time,
perhaps hundreds of flying hours, to obtain a satisfactory statistical sample. Different aircraft
used in widely differing roles by the various service users would ieed to partake in the programme.

The measurements themselves need to take place in a service environment, even in the front
line if possible. Furthermore, any load measurements which may be made satisfactorily in the short
term contractors trials using straingauges and sliprings or their equivalents pose a problem in the
long term from a mechanical and electrical reliability point of view.

Finally, assuming that the measurements could be made, there is then a colossal task of
recording, analysing and reducing the data from tape or trace to form usable spectra.

Now supposing all the problems surrounding the accumulation of this load data were solved,
what have we achieved? We would certainly have a very accurate knowledge of the actual loads or
stresses on certain components of the helicopter directly measured under serv2.ce conditions and this

• I no doubt would allow us to allocate fatigue lives with a greater degree of certainty than hitherto.
it is perhaps probable that extensions of life could be made, as the original spectrum assumptionsSmust inevitably be very conservative, but the cost and timescale could be quie excessive. It may be
more economic to stay with our conservative life calculations and throw away the compoi.ei.ts prematurely.

The timescale may be such that the aircraft is becoming obsolescent before tho results could be used in
a practical manner. Furthermore, it is likely that the results obtained from a specific aircraft could
not be directly read across to new densiZn and the information gained is therefore only applicable
to the type upon which it wad measured.

However, we at Westlands have made some in-service measurements of this nature which I shall

describe later on in the paper. These exercises howtver are limited to the investigation of a single
component upon which a substantiation problem has occurred and where the assumptions made for the
loading spectrum are critical.

If we wmsh to establish load spectra on a worthwhile scale we will have to reduce the task to
manageable proportions. vJhat can be done? It seems that a first possibility would be to relinquish all
thoughts of measuring the actual vibratory loads but to define the aircraft manoeuvre conditions from
flight parameters that are in themselves relatively easy to measure. Now providing that we can allocate
actual loads to these conditions (and this can be done by means of the Contractors flight trials for
example) then it seems possible that we can see a solu+ion to the problem.

Initial probing of this problem in conjunction with the Royal Aircr:aft Establishment at
Farnborough has suggested that a limited series of flight parameters can be used to define the
manoeuvre condition of the aircraft at any moment in time. These parameters can be measurec without
the use of straingauges and in many cases the aircraft instrumentation or other standard instrumentation
can be used.

We consider that the immediate future of spectrum measurement lies in the establishment of
flight manoeuvre spectra rather than load spectra. Certainly we consider that the possibility of
reading across to future types when operating in the same role will be quite feasible.

DATA COLLECTION AT WESTIANDS

This section will consist of a brief review of the various attempts that we have vzde at
Westlands to establi.sh load or manoeuvre spectra in service.

(a) An Early Panual Data Recording Exercise

One of our early attempts to gather data first took place in 1963/64. In this exercise we
simply circulated copies of flight manoeuvre spentra that we were using at that time to the aircrew
of Wessex and Whirlwind squadrons in the Navy and Air Force and asked them to make their own
estimates of the percentage occurrences for the various manoeuvre conditions of the spectra.

The spectra that we were using at that time were of two types, the B.C.A.R. or C.A.M.6 type
where percentage times were allocated to various flight conditions, end, because of the inadequacies
of this presentation, we also used a supplementary spectrum of the number of occurrences per hour
of certain conditions such as control inputs, take offs and landings etc.

It has to be admitted that this exercise was not a great success despite the excellent
co-operation we had from the aircrews. One of the problems was due to the differences of opinion
regarding the measuring of the various manoeuvre descriptions. For example, we had considered that
a 'control reversal' meant a deliberate sequence of control inputs to perform a given manoeuvre.
The pilots, however, interpreted this to mean the corrective actions required to maintain steady
flight conditions. We also considered that some of the percentage times estimates must have been
subject to bias because the stated spectrum was in front of them as they filled out their
questionnaires. We were not able to make extensive use of the results.

(b) Whirlwind Tail Rotor Blades

From the time of that early attempt to gather service flight data and up to the present we have
confined our inV63tigations to the collection of actual load data by instrumentation to try to
solve particular problems of life substantiation. These problems may have arisen from the
difficulty of obtaining an adequate life with predicted load data, and we believed that a worthwhile
result might be obtained if we had actuel load measurements. In some c"ses, however, the problem



may have arisen from unpredictod premature in-service failures where we believed that real knowledge
of the load spectrum would lead to necessary flight restrictions for safety reasons in the first
instance and secondly would lead to the appropriate modification action.

An example of the latter situation arose on Whirlwind Mk. 7 aircraft some years ago. We had
a series of tail rotor blade failures (none of which actually caused catastrophe) and although our
original flight trials had not uncovered any excessive stresses we believed that there was a
possibility of a near resonant situation under certain conditions of flight. We carried out J.n-
service recording with five aircraft in 1966/67 with straingauges and slip rings fitted to tho
tail rotors. An average of 100 hours recording per aircraft was obtained, the results being on
paper trace. The results showed that on one of the aircraft occasional bursts of stresses much
higher than expected had occurred although this did noý entirely account for the low life failures.
We used the results however to obtain a spectrum of stressee which was used in conjunction with
service failure times initially to establish safe lives on existing blades and then to estailish
the amount of modification needed to obtain satisfactory lives, No problems have occurred since
the final modification was incorporated.

(c) Wessex Tail Drive Shaft Gears

Another problem of a different type arose during the fatigue substantiation of the Wessex tail
and intermediate gearbox gears. We have always had difficulty in establishing a spectrum of power
for the tail rotor of a helicopter and our conservative estimates for this substantiation had led
to very low estimates of service life. Although we had not had any in-service problem we considered
that it would be prudent to modify our original designs to increase their strength and life.However
we believed that it was essential to obtain spectrum information for tail transmission and a
programme was instigated to obtain in-service data.

In order to avoid the problems of slip rings and straingauges we felt that we had to make
measurements of a parameter that would prov.ýde a measure of tail drive shaft power without these
drawbacks. We had obtained a large amount of information from our own flight trials which enabled
us to make a global plot of pitch angle against power for the tail rotor. Although this relation-
ship is, of course, speed dependent, we found that such a plot indicated that a conservative upper
boundary curve could be established. We decided therefore to try to obtain a spectrum of pitch
angle believing that the slight conservatism referred to above would be more than compensated for
by the improved realism of the occurrences obtained.

An instrument was attached to the tail rotor pitch control rod that enabled us to establish
the time spent in a number of ranges of pitch angle. A recorder in the aircraft had a series of
digital displays and was read at convenient intervals, usually weekly, and the results entered

~ upon a standard form and returned to Westlands,

An initial exercise was started some years ago in 1969 and collected over 300 hours on two
aircraft. This was not very successful, unfortunately, due to both instrumentation problems and
also significantly, a lack of continuity of personnel at the operational stations which tended to
cause gaps and inconsistencies in the programme. However, enough was learnt by this exercise to
lead the Ministry and ourselves to restart the recording in view of the expected future use of the
Wessex. We now have another two aircraft in service which have so far gathered a further three
hundred hours without the above problems. This exercise is still continuing.

(d) Wessex Main Gear Box Drive Gears

Recent re-investigation of the lives of the input gear train for the Wessex h, ±icopter had led
us to consider that our assumptions for the main drive power spectrum are critir .1. We considered
that it would be worthwhile to investigate the possibility of instrumenting in-service aircraft to
improve this knowledge.

An exercise was mounted some years ago on six Wessex Mk. 3 aircraft used in an anti-submarine
role and a total of some 14CO hours of recording was obtained. We have recently considered that
we should extend the range oi power covered by the original exercise and we have started a new
programme involving three Wessex Mk. 3's on anti-submarine duties and three Wessex Mk. 5's in a
Commando carrying role. The output is recorded digitally from signals taken from pressure switches
from the Mk. 3 pressure torqueue'er and electrical switches from the electronic torquemeter of the
Mk. 5 aircraft. We have collected to date about 800 hours of data from the six aircraft in service.
So far the recordings have tended to confirm that our original assumptions of spectra were
remarkably accurate. They even reflected our assumption that a 'hump' would exist in the region
of the red line marking on the torquemeter which the pilot would often wish to use Ln take off or
maximum climb conditions. This exercise is also continuing.

The Manual Data Recording Exercise

With the exception of the earlv exercise involving an aircrew questionnaire, all the data
collection undertaken so far has been in the form of direct load measurement for the solution of
specific problems.

Believing, as we do, that the immediate future lies in the collection of manoeuvre data, we
consider that effort should be directed to the establishment of broad flight manoeuvre spectra that is
eisential to a real understanding of the use of helicopters in service situations. This will enable
future fatigue substantiation to be based on iolid foundations. Not of course that direct load data
collection would be juperceded when taking this approach, because we shall al.4ays have a need to solve
these specific problems while the present safe life methods of fatigue substantiation are with us.



In early 1974 the Ministry and ourselves instigated a rnw manual recording exercise on a very
large scale. We felt that there was much useful data that could be obtained without waiting for a
fully instrumented survey. We believed that it was possible to ask the aircrew to fill in a relatively
simple form at the end of every flight. These forms were headed with the aircraft type and serial
number and location. The information requested was as follows:-

, ~Data
Sortie Airborne Time
Number of Rotor Sttrts
Maximum All up Weight during Sortie
Number of landings
Number of decelerations, flares or approaches
(auto pilot or manual)
Time at torque above 90%
Time in hover
Time above 0.95 VmaxSortie Code

Ground outside air temperature
Operating base, ship or shore

Codes were provided for over forty different sortie types in military use. The forms were
provided to virtually all users in the Navy, Army and Air Force and the data was logged for every
flight over a period of a year. Data has been obtained :n nearly 75,000 fl-ing hours on five hundred
aircraft of ten different types. The aircraft types include the various marks of Sea King, Gazelle,
Scout, Wasp, Wessex, Whirlwind and Puma,

The forms were returned to West.l.ands where we transcribed and stored the information on our
computer. This exercise is now complete.

We had had some criticism from airorew regarding the accuracy achievable for the parameters
of torque, hover and high speed flight where we had asked for a time estimate. The timing was not
provided by stop watch but had -o be supplied from memory after the flight. I agree that the
reliability of such data may be debatable although the results have been shown to have some consiste.noy
with our pre-conceived ideas of the spectra and I think that. statistically, they contain much of
interest.

In my view the major value of this exercise has been in the improvement in our knowledge of
how the aircraft have been used i.e. sortie usage, flight duration, rotor stop-starts etc. Th~.s can
provide us with positive data which can be used for the new generation of aircraft to come.

A few brief points from the exercine are of interest.

(a) The number of landings per hour was frequently of the order of 4, 5 or 6 in certain roles
This was in excess of our early spectrum estimates, where we had believed that 2 per
hour might be reasonable. This does line up however with the assumptions made when we
established 5 per hour for the Lynx usage.

(b) The number of manual flares per hour - which is critical for main rotor blades and
control systems - compares well with the assumptions from AR56 (also used for the
Lynx) of 5 per hour

(c) Time spent t, hover seems to be mich higher than our assumed values, up to 45% in
anti-submarina roles.

(d) Our original ,ssumptions of time spent in high speed flight have generally been
conservative.

There were, of course, a number of occasions when An individual aircraft produced maxima
greatly in excess of the average rdsults for the fleet. Thse can sometimej be traced back and we
would like to investigate some of these occurrences if possible.

We have found that, with the awareness in the Services etc., of the availability of this data,
which can be produced in virtually any desired form from the computer, that we are starting to have
requests for specific data from certain operations. For example, request for rotor start-stop
statistics for the Gazelle fleet has been requested for engine data.

This has proved to be z: most interesting exercise, some data of appreciable vaLe has come
from it. Obviously the results are only broad outlines and in some cases we would have to take care
in the interpretation of results. Only a full instrumentation exercise will of course provide us
with a spectrum of manoeuvres and detailed aircraft conditions for the future. This does not detract
from the intrinsic value of this exercise, howe&Jer, which has provided us with basic data from the
whole sphere of military helicopter activity.

Data collection from instrumented aircraft

I have said earlier in this paper that we considor that the future lay in the establishment of
manoeuvre spectr& for helicopters in their various roles. This we believe would have more value for
the design background for future generations of helicopters than the collection of load data on any
one type.



Now, as I mentioned earlier in this paper, we also believe that it should be possible to
recognise the manoeuvre condition of a helicopter from a number of relatively easily measured aircraft
parameters. An initial exercise had already been carried out in 1970 when a number of flight parameters
were continuously measured on a Wasp aircraft over a short period of flying. From this exercise we
were able to obtain a feel for the measurement2 to be made and methods of analysis.

R.A.E. and ourselves consider that the basic parameters to be measured should be as follows:-

Pressure Altitude
Indicated Airspeod
Normal acceleration at the C.G.
Pitch Angle
.oil Angle

Heading
Collective pitch control position
Lateral control position
Pitch control position
Rudder control position
Rotor speed
Rotor torque
Tail rotor torque

We consider that it should be possible to recognise the following flight groups from these
parameters:-

Longitudinal Flight Conditions:

Lift off and touch down
Transitions to forward flight
Level flight
Climb
Descent - power on
Descent - minimum pitch
Deceleration
Pull up from descent
Collective rlare
Longitudinal reversals

Lateral Flight Conditions:

Left or right turns - sensibly co-ordinated
Left or right sideways (or quatering) flight
Sideslip to port or starboard
Spot turns, left or right

On Ground Conditions:

Rotor run up
On ground rotors turning
Rotor run down

The next step planned in this exercise will take place next year when it is planned to
instrument a Scout aircraft and fly it to a service manoeuvre pattern and try to show that our belief
in the methods of flight recognition are indeed practical.

Follcwing this exercise it is planned to institute an in-service digital recording trial which
will collect large scale data frcm several service aircraft. The final specification for the
instrumentation will be dependent upon the outcome of the Scout trial. It has seen decided that the
first in service aircraft to be fitted with the digital equipment will be the Naval Sea King. It is
intended that the parameters will be recorded in flight on a suitable tape recorder. The results
will be digitised on the ground and computer programmes will be developed to provide the required
manoeuvre recognition.

This, we hope, will be the first steps in a rational programme to provide us with the data
that will one day form the basis of fatigue re-substantiation of existing aircraft and the design
spectra of the future.
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U.S. AIR FORCE HELICOPTER OPERATIONAL FLIGHT
SPECTRA SURVEY PROGRAM - PAST AND PRESENT

by

G.L. Martin and R.B. Johnson, Jr.
Technology Incorporated

Dayton, Ohio, U.S.A.

S~ SUMMARY

This paper summarizes the activities of Technology Incorporated over the last
five years in devel3-ping and refining various techniques to process helicopter opera-
tional usage data fer the U.S. Air Force. In particular, this paper rresents the
development and applj,;ation of the Flight Condition Recognition (FCR) technique for the
processing of such d,,a.

The FCR techniqae identifies (1) aircraft operations and transitions (such as
touchdown and entry to autorotation) which are called "flight conditions," and (2)
flight phases (such as ascent and level flight) which are called "mission segment5."
Each identification is based on the characteristic behavior of the in-flight parameters
(such as airspeed and altitude). With such identifications, the data processing con-
sists basically of detc:nining the occurrences and durations of the flight conditions
and mission segments, of neasuring the in-flight parameters, and accordingly of pre-
senting these data so t;:,t the flight condition and mission segment time and frequency
distributions are quanti itively defined by selected ranges of the flight parameters.

Thi's application .f tho FCR technique permits the fatigue analyst to comprehend
and apply more effectively the operational usage spectrum to the calculation of tne
fatigue life of critical aolicopter components.

Aircraft Structural Integr2 ty Requirement

As prescribed by U.,. Air Force Requlation MIL-STD-1530 (see Reference 1), a
formal Aircraft Structural Integrity Progyam (ASIP) is required for each active fixed-
wing and rotary-wing aircraft within the Air Force inventory. The intent of ASIP is to
systematically substantiat: or re-evaluate the fqtigue life of critical aircraft com-
ponents and structure. Tl= flow chart in Figure 1 basically describes the current ASIP
methodology. For fixed-wing aircraft, the Air Force is redefining this methodology
because of the application el damage telerant concepts during the design and substan-
tiation of the aircraft's stricture (see Reference 2). However, for rotary-wing air-
craft, the Air Force still a,:ilies the existing ASIP methodology to its operational
helicopters.

A..
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Figure 1. Interrelationship of ASIP Phases

Both the existing ASIP and the new prugram evolving from the damage tolerant
concept require surveying the actual operdtional usage of tAe aircraft through recording
programs. Extensive surveys on virtually every type of fixed-wing aircraft within NATO
have quantified fleet operations in terms of airspeed, altitude, and gLst and maneuver
vertical accelerations, as well as other critical parameters. These surveys have been
well documented in literature by AGARD and individual governmental organizations.
However, for rotary-wing aircraft, fewer surveys have been conducted, often for purposes
other than the verification or revision of the fatigue predictions of critical conpon-
ents.



"Early Helicopter Operational Usage Surveys

Early helicopter operational usage surveys for the Air Force were conducted on
the YH-40 helicopter in 1959 (Reference 3); the H-13H, H-21C, and H-34A in 1960 (Ref-
erence 4); and the HU-1A in 1962 (Reference 5). As described in Reference 5, the ob-
jective of these programs was "to depict the frequency distribution of certain in-flight
parameters within arbitrarily selected ranges of magnitude. The information was to be
used to verify or modify estimates, assumptions, and calculations of the distribution of
the variables, for the fatigue life computations." Typically, the parameters monitored
during these surveys included airspeed, pressure altitude, c.g. vertical acceleration,
and various stationary or rotating component strains. The proccssed data were grouped
without consideration for the operational mode. For example, data concerning vertical
acceleration were presented as a total frequency distribution without any breakdown by
operations such as takeoff, landing, level flight, or turns.

From September 1964 through March 1972, Technology Jncorporated, under contract
to the Eustis Directorate of the U.S. Army Air Mobility Re!earch and Development Labora-
tory, collected operational usage data on seven different types of helicopters, as
detailed in Table 1. These helicopters ranged from small observation to large crane
models. The objective of these programs was to present the operational usage data so
that the helicopter designer and fatigue analyst would nave a better understanding of
the operational flight spectra and their application in defining reliable design cri-
teria for helicopters.

TABLE 1. OPERATIONAL USAGE SURVEYS FOR ARMY HELICOPTERS

Processeid Data
Aircraft Loc3tion Mission Time Frame l (hrs) Reference

UII-1B Continental U.S. Training )/64-S/65 219 6

CII-47A Southeast Asia Cargo 1/66-5/67 235 7
L CII-47A Southeast Asia Assault 7/66-S/67 207

AlI-IG Southeast Asia Attack 7/58-11/61) 408 9

CII-54 Southeast Asia Crane 7/68-2/70 410 10

OH-6A Southeast Asia Observation 3/70-0/70 216 11

WIO-l11 Southeast Asia Utility 9/71-3:72 203 12

Table 2 lists the parameters recorded during these surveys. As apparent in th.,
table, airspeed, altitude, vertical acceleration, engine torque, outside air tempera-
ture, and rotor speed were consistently monitored. During the early programs, longi-
tudinal cyclic and collective stick positions were recorded to derive the instantaneous
center of gravity; however, since this derivation proved to be implactical, the center
of gravity was subsequently derived from information logged each flight on supplemental
data sheets. During later programs, lateral and longitudinal accelerations were re-
corded in addition to vertical acceleration.

TABLE 2. PARAIETERS RECORDED DURING ARMY HELICOPTER OPERATIONAL USAGE SURVEYS

Parameter U11-B C11-47 Cargo C11-47 Armed Al-IG _C11-54 Oll 6A 1111-I1|

Airspeed o o0

Pressure Altitude o o o oo

OAT •

Rotor Speed o 0

Vertical Acceleration1  0 0 0

Longitudinal
Acceleration

.iatera!Acceleration

Eagine Torque 0 0 0

Engine Exhaust
Temperature

Engine Gas Generator
Speed

Longitudinal CyclicPosition o°o

Col.ective Position o o o

Control Tube Strains



During the data processing, the recorded data were separated into four mission
segments: Ascent, Descent, Steady State, and Maneuver. Ascent included the takeoff and
climb to steady flight or maximum altitude and all unsteady ascents. Descent included
the unsteady portion of descent, the flare, and the landing. Steady State was defined
as the portion of the flight during which the stick traces had a relatively steady value
and the airspeed and altitude traces were steady or changing smoothly. Steady State
included cruising, hovering, steady climb, and steady descent. Maneuver consisted of
any transient phases during the flight which did not fall into one of the other mission
segments. The vertical acceleration trace in Maneuver was usually very active. During
the data editing, all vertical acceleration peaks were identified as being either ma-
neuver- or gust-induced. The maneuver peaks were defined as those vertical acceleration
peaks that were preceded by the movement of either the longitudinal cyclic control or
the collective control or both. After the edited data were processed, the various
paranieter data were presented in terms of exceedan.e curves, histograms, and maneuver
and gust spectra. (Exceedance curves depict the time to reach or exceed a particular nz
level.)

The resultant operational usage spectra for the surveys (as documented in Ref-
erences 6 through 12) were of general interest to the helicopter manufacturers and
provided che Government with information for defining the design criteria for future
helicopters. However, these data could not be used directly by the fatigue analyst in
determining the effect of various operational environments on fatigue-critical compon-
ents, because the frequency and severity of damaging flight conditions were not identi-
fied. For example, all data for the maneuver mission segment were grouped into param-
eter ranges such as those for airspeed, altitude, and engine torque without any break-
down by the type of maneuver. Since the data were not distinguished according to ma-
neuver type, such as turns and pull-ups, it could not be used for detail fatigue cal-
culations.

Pilot Program Study

During 1971, Technology Incorporated, under contract to the U.S. Air Force,
conducted a study (Reference 13) to determine how operational flight spectra data could
be acquired, processed, and presented so that it would be compatible with typical fa-
tigue analysis requirements, more understandable to fatigue analysts, and representative
of flight operations, such as left or -.ght turns. Specifically, the study objectives
were to define the following:

(1) The optimum set of parameters required to define the UH-lF service usage.

(2) The data processing technique and graphic and tabular data presentations
that would provide the most useful information.

(3) The minimum data sample that would provide a consistent and significant
operational usage spectrum.

(4) The most cost-effective recording system for the recommended set of param-
eters, data processing-presentation procedure, and sample size.

As a result of this study, several recommendations were made for the development
of the UH-]F flight loads program. Although these recommendations were based on the
operating characteristics of the UH-lF models, they were generally applicable to other
helicopters with the same or similar operating characteristics, since most helicopters
1'ave similar requirements for service life analysis and a minimum-cost, minimum-duration
program would be desirable for all helicopters.

To achieve the most cost-effective program for the UH-lF aircraft, it was con-
cluded that the parameters listed in Table 3 should be recorded by airborne recorders,
logged on supplemental data forms, and derived from the recorded and logged data.

TABLE 3. RECORDED, SUPPLEMENTAL, AND COMPUTED DATA FOR ARMY HELICOPTER
OPERATIONAL USAGE SURVEYS

RECORDED DATA SUPPLEMENTAL DATA COMPUTED DATA

Collective Control Position Flight Identitication Gross Weight*
Longitudinal Control Position Mission Identification CG Position*
Lateral Control Position Indicated Airspeed at Density Altitude
Rudder Pedal Position Check Points Rate of Climb*
Vertical Acceleration Rotor Speed at Check Velocity in Percent
Engine Torque Points Redline
Rotor Speed Abrupt Dibcontinuities Velocity in Pe-cent
Indicated Airspeed Transducer Serial Numbers Design
P.essure Altitude Takeoff and Landing Data: Airspeed Acceleration
1errain Clearance Altitude Gross hoiight, CG Position,Outside Air Temperature Base Elevation, Barometric * Instantaneous

Pressure, Outsde Air
___Temperature



It was further concluded that this information should be processed by a flight
condition identification procedure which uses the time histories of the control stick
positions, engine torque, vertical load factor, rotor speed, airspeed, and altitude to
detect and classify each flight condition. The processed data should then be presented
in flight time tabulations with breakdowns by flight condition, mission segment, and
various related parameter ranges.

The sample size investigation indicated that a 200-hour sample should be used in
the operational usage survey for each helicopter model, mission type, and base of opera-tions.

On the basis of the data acquisition, reduction, and presentation requirementsand of a minimum-cost program, the oscillograph recorder should te initially employed

for this type of flight loads program. Depending on the development of reliable data
processing software and on the availability of a reliable and durable digital tape
recorder for use in the helicopter environment, future programs should employ a digitalmagnetic tape recorder system for greater efficiency.

FCR Technique Development

During the winter of 1972-1973, date similar to that described in Table 3 were
collected on several UH-lH Army helicopters operating at Port Greeley, Alaska. These
data were intended to describe Arctic environment operations so that the fatigue analyst
would have a better understanding of the operational flight spectrum of Army helicopters
and its effects in defining reliabie design criteria for helicopters (Reference 14).

With the Army's consent, Technology Incorporated used two methods to reduce the
data. First, the data were reduced by the Four-Mission Segment technique previously
used on other U.S. Army surveys (References 6 through 12). The data were also inde-
pendently processed by the technique recommended in an Air Force study (Reference 13);
this techniqud was called the Flight Condition Recognition (FCR) technique. In proces-
sing the data by this technique, the data are divided in mission segments such as
Ground Operations, Hover, A.cent, Level Flight, Descent, and Autorotation. Within each
of these mission segments, the data are further categorized by flight conditions such as
steady state, left or right turns, pull-ups, pushovers, and flares. In the Arctic
data, 24 flight conditions were identified within the various mission segments. The
datu -:..re then presented as occurrences of flight conditions and percentage of time
within these flight conditions. Consequently, the data were displayed similarly as in
the manufacturer's design spectrum, Table 4. Thus, the fatigue analyst could evaluate
his derived fatigue spectrum and make appropriate modifications where milder or more
severe conditions warrant them.

TABLE 4. DESIGN USAGE SPECTRUM FOR THi UH-IF/P HELICOPTER

Percent Percent Percent
FlghtCZondition Ti.•e Fligh. Condition Time ligh Condition Time

I. Ground Cunditions 1.000 K. Right Turns IV. Autorotation
1. 0.3 V11  M.00 A. Steady Fwd. Fit.

If. Power-On Flight 2. 0.6 V11 1.000 1. 0.4 Vjt 0.800
A. Vertical Takeoff 0.400 3. 0.9 V11  0.500 2. 0.6 "II 1.000

3. 0.8 V1i 0.200
B. Hovering IGI: L. Left Turns

1. Steady 4.290 1. 0.3 Vii O.SO0 B. 60 Kt. Cont. Rev.
2. Right Turn 0.100 2. 0.6 ', i 1.000 1. Longitudinal 0.010
3. Left Turn 0.100 3. 0.9 V11  0.500 2. Lateral 0.01u
4. Control Rev. 3. Rudder 0.010

a. Longitudinal 0.010 M1. Cyclic Pull-ups
b. Lateral 0.010 1. 0.6 V1j 0.200 C. Right Turns
c. Rudder 0.010 2. 0.9 V11  O.GSO 1. C.4 Vj1  0.200

C. Normal Accel. 1.000 N. Collective Pull-ups 2. 0.6 V11  0.250
1. 0.6 V11  P.200 3. 0.8 V11  0.050
"2 0. 9 V11 C.050

D. Normal. Decel. 1.000 2. D. Left Turns
8. Max. Rate Accel. 0.250 P. 0.9 V11 Control Rev. !. 0.4 V11 0.200

1. Longitudinal 0.050 2. 0.6 V11  0.250
F. Mtax. Rate Decel. 0.2 o 2. Lateral 0.050 3. 0.8 Vji 0.050

.3. Rudder 0 00 E. Auto Landing Appr.
1. To the Right .. 250 Q. Normal Landing 1.000 W/Pwr. Recv. IGE
2. To the Left 0.250 11. Iransitions 2. 0.6 VH 0.100

A. Power to Auto 2. 0.8 V11 0.020
H. Rearward Fit. 0.230 1. 0.3 V'I 0.100

2. 0.6 VII 0.200 F. Full Auto Land. 0.2S0
I. Full r Climb 4.000 3. 0.9 V11 0.0SO

J. Fwd. Level Fit. B. Auto tu Power
1. 0.8 Vne 7.000 1. 0.4 V11  0.100
2. 0.9 Vne 30.00 2. 0.6 V11  0.200
3. Vmie 40.000 3. 0.8 Vii 0OSO



FCR Application

As a result of the Reference 13 study and the Arctic survey of the UH-1H heli-
copter, the Air Force, through the Warner Robins Aeronautical Engineering Office of
Warner Robins Air Logistics Center, contracted with Technology Incorporated to acquire,
reduce, and present 300 hours of data on the UH-lF utility and TH-IF training missions
and 900 hours of data on other Air Force helicopters. The 900 hours of data were re-
corded as follows: 100 hours on the HH-lH rescue training mission, 200 hours on the
CH/HH-53B/C training mission, 200 hours on the HH-53C rescue training mission, 200 hours
on the HH-3E training mission, and 200 hours on the CH-3E cargo mission. Under separate
contracts with each helicopter manufacturer, the Air Force intends to update each mo-
del's fatigue spectrum and revise the fatigue lives of the critical dynamic components.
The rest of this paper will deal with the techniques used in acquiring, reducing, and
presenting the data gathered on the UH-IF and TH-lF helicopters. Separate publications
will pi-esent the data collected on the H-53 and H-3 helicopters.

Data Acquisition

The contract with Warner Robins specified that two recording sites would be used
to acquire the data on the UH-lF and TH-1F aircraft. At the first site, four aircraft
were instrumented until a total of 200 hours of data were collected on the utility
mission of the UH-lF helicopters; and, at the second site, two aircraft were instru-
mented until a total of 100 hours of data were collected on the training mission of the
TH-lF helicopters.

Technology Incorporated provided field support services for the data acquisition
on a non-interference basis; that is, the data collection did not affect the operations
of the using command. The field services included the following: the installation of
the recording systems, the servicing of the systems during the data collection, the
collection of recorded and supplemental data, the removal of the recording systems, and
the restoration of the aircraft at the completion of the recording effort. Although
these services minimized the using command's support of the program, its maintenance
group had to provide access to the instrumented aircraft and make available necessary
ground support equipment (such as ground power units), and its operations group had to
coordinate the flight schedules with the company field technician and provide some
supplemental data. These support tasks, however, were within the scope of normal opera-
ticns. To further minimize interference with the using command, the recording systems
were not classified as mission critical to prevept aborting rogularly scheduled missions
because of recording system malfunction.

Special oscillograph recording systems were designed and fabricated for the data
acquisition. As shown schematically in Figure 2 the major components include parameter
sensors, a signal conditioning unit, and an oscillograph recorder. The parameter sen-
sors are shown grouped around the signal conditioning unit, which prepares the sensor
output for the oscillograph recorder. In addition to the basic recording system,
mounting brackets, wiring harnesses, power interconnections, and assemblies for tapping
the pitot-static and transmission oil systems were fabricated.
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Figure 2. Functional Relationship of Major Components in Oscillograph
Recording System for 1-1 Operational Usage Survey



In passing, it should be noted that the parameters shown in Figure 2 differ
j {, slightly from those of Table 3; the latter are the recorded parameters recommended by

"the Reference 13 study. The differences were minor and did not affect the ability to
reduce the data by the FCR method. As the figure illustrates, terrain clearance alti-
"tude was deleted from the data collection, and lateral acceleration and roll rate were
added. Terrain clearance altitude was deleted because a radar altimeter was not avail-
able on the instrumented aircraft and its installation in the recording system would not
be cost-effective. The loss of terrain-zlearance altitude did not seriously affect the
data reduction, even though it was to be used in identifying the in-ground-effect (IGE)
segments of flight. The IGE segments of flig.t could still be identified by monitoring
the control stick position because the turbulence caused by the ground effect is appar-
ent in such data. Lateral acceleration and, later, roll rate were added to provide an
indication of the severity of turns. Lateral acceleration, which was originally in-
cluded for this purpose, was retained for correlation purposes after the Bell Helicopter
Company requested that the aircraft roll rate be monitored. After the recording systems

i were modified, so little roll rate data were recorded in the rest of the T/UH-lF opera-
tions that they will not be discussed here.

The in-flight parameters shown in Figure 2 were recorded on standard oscillopraph
strip chart (photosensitive paper 3-7/8 inches wide). The oscillographs supplied by the
Government were selected because of their capability of recording at paper speed slow
enough to monitor the duration of most flights. With 150 feet of chart loaded in the
oscillogram magazine, the oscillograph could record approximately 4.6 hours of data.

The narrow chart size posed the problem of displaying 12 dynamic parameters, a
measurement-reference lino', and a constant cycling pattern for time correlation so that
the traces would be distiict, legible, and cover the prescribed ranges with sufficient
deflection to permit reading the traces to the desired accuracy, for example, within
t3,;0 feet for a pressure altitude reading at 10,000 feet. As illustrated in Figure 3,
the trace positions selected for the program recording were based on the optimum trace
separation during level flight. As apparent, the distinct traces are easily read. When
traces crossed and overlapped during maneuvers, they were still visually distinguishable
since maneuvers usually produce large deflections for short periods.

COLLECTIVE CONTROL TIMER
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ROTOR SPEED- -- ,,,,,
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Figure 3. Oscillogram Trace Positions During Typical Level Flight

To complement the recorded data, field technicians logged the supplemental data
listed in Table 3. Except for the airspeed and rotor speed check points, all items in
the supplemental data listing were prepared for each flight. Since the check point data
were intended primarily to verify the recording system functioning by comparing the Sys-
tem outputs with the aircraft instrument readings, the checks were made only during the
initial installation checkout flights.

DATA REDUCTION

The recorded and supplemental data were reduced to the required format by the FCR
nethod. As explained earlier, the FCR method is currently a manual technique which
identifies specific flight conditions and mission segments in oscillogram data. In
general, flight conditions, such as turn , pull-ups, and pushovers, were identified by
the characteristic patterns in the control stick position and vertical acceleration
traces while mission segments, such as ascent, descent, and IGE hover, were identified
by characteristic patterns in the airspeed, altitude, and engine torque traces. After
the flight conditions and mission segments were identified, their durations were timed
and then compiled to form a usage spectrum for the particular mission type. In addi-
Zion, the flight conditions were described in terms of the percentage of time spent in
gross weigbt, center-of-gravity position, altitude, airspeed, rotor speed, engine
torque, vertical acceleration, lateral acceleration, and rate-of-climb ranges. This
parpmeter-range data provided the means of determining the fatigue-damage severity of
the flight conditions by comparing such data with similar data recorded in the original
flight loads survey. With the usage spectrum and parameter-range data, the manufacturer
can evaluate the component lives for the recorded mission.



Figure 4 presents the basic steps and the general data flow in the data reduction
process. Except for the manual identification of the flight conditions and missionSsegments and some data checks, all steps were performed with automatic or semiautomatic
equipment.

r- CONTROL

RECEIVING EDIT READ PROCESS CHECK GENERATION

Figure 4. Sequence of FCR Data Reduction Phases

Upon receipt of each set of recorded and supplemental data, the data analystsidentified each oscillogram and its accompanying supplemental data sheets by a uniquenumber, examined the oscillogram for trace aberrations indicative of equipment malfunc-
tions, checked the supplemental data sheet for completeness and accuracy, interpretedthe preflight calibration data, added the calibration data to the supplemental data, andlogged all pertinent information for weekly reports summarizing both the weekly and the
cumulative number of usable and unusable hours of recorded data. Only the oscillogramswith usable data were forwarded to data editing, the next step in the data reduction
process.

In addition to identifying the flight conditions and mission segments listed inTable 5 and demarcating their durations such that the entire oscillogram was sectionedinto mission segments which in turn were separated into flight coiditions, the dataeditors marked for readins those parameter points whose measurements would adequately
delineate their time histories and the peak occurrences of such parameters as airspeed,
engine torque, and vertical acceleration. In addition, they noted whether a vertical
acceleration peak was maneuver- or gust-induced according to established criteria.•§ Except for the transient flight condition, all flight condition and mission segmenttitles are self-explanatory. The transient flight condition represents a period inwhich the rapid variations in engine to•rque and rotor speed are not typical of any otherflight condition.

TABLE 5. FLIGHT CONDITIONS AND MISSION SEGMENTS IDENTIFIED BY THE FCR TECHNIQUE
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After the data editing, the oscillogram trace deflec.'ons at the marked points

were measured on semiautomatic readers in terms of the number of counts per inch, and
the counts were automatically digitized on keypunch cards. The result of this operation
was a deck of keypunch cards representing in sequential time the parameters for the
flight conditions and mission segments on each oscillogram. Then the supplemental and
calibration data were keypunched on other cards and added to the oscillogram data on a
flight-by-flight basis.

Next a series of computer programs performed the following operations: (1)
printout of the oscillogram data for continuity and format checks, (2) plotting of the
oscillogram data for review, (3) conversion of the oscillogram data to engineering units
by applying the calibration data, (4) checking for and listing unusual or extreme val-
ues, (5) calculating the derived parameters (such as density altitude), and (6) grouping
the data for each parameter in prescribed ranges (see Table 6) to permit the comparison
of the current data with previous data. Except for rate of climb, all derived param-
eters were computed as instantaneous values.

TABLE 6. RANGES FOR THE RECORDED AND COMPUTED PARAMETERS

Vert. Acc. Lat. Acc. Rotor Speed OAT Rate of Climb Gross Weight(nz) -(ny) (rpm) _._-._ ... Lf-t/anin) (lb)

<0.2 <-0.40 <296 <-60 <-2100 <6000
0.2 to 0.4 -0.40 to -0.35 296 to 300 -60 to -40 -2100 to -1800 6000 to 7000
0.4 to 0.5 -0.35 to -0.30 300 to 304 -40 to -20 -1800 to -15O0 7000 to 8000
0.5 to 0.6 -0.30 to -0.25 304 to 308 -20 to 0 -1500 to -1200 8000 to 9000
0.6 to 0.7 -0.25 to -0.20 308 to 312 0 to 20 -1200 to -900 9000 to 10000
0.7 to 0.8 -0.20 to -0.15 312 to 316 20 to 40 -900 to -600 >10000
0.8 to 1.2* -0.1S to -0.10 316 to 320 40 to 60 -600 to -300
1.2 to 1.3 -0.10 to 0.10 320 to 324 60 to 80 -300 to 300 Torque
1.3 to 1.4 0.10 to 0.15 324 to 328 80 to 100 300 to 600 Tosqu

1.4 to 1.S 0.15 to 0.20 328 to 332 100 to 120 600 to 900

1.S to 1.6 0.20 to 0.25 332 to 336 >120 900 to 1200 <10
1.6 to 1.7 0. Z5 to 0.30 336 to 340 1200 to 1500 10 to 20
1.7 to 1.8 0.30 to 0.35 >340 1500 to 1800 20 to 30
1.8 to 2.0 0.35 to 0.40 Density 1800 to 2100 30 to 40
2.0 to 2.2 >0.40 Airspeed Altitude >200 40 to 50
2.2 to 2.4 (%Vne) (ft) SO to 60

>2.4 60 to 70

<40 (-2000 >70

* For ttrns add: 40 to s0 -2000 to 0 Roll Rate

C.G. Position SO to 60 0 to 2000 (dcg/sec)0.8 to 0.9 60 to 70 2000 to 4000 A/S Acc.0.9 to 1.1 FWD 125 to 70 to 80 4000 to 6000 '10 (knot ,sec)
1.1 to 1.2 131.S 80 to 90 6000 to 9000 10 to is90 to 100 9000 to 12000 IS to 20 <-2

AFT 131.5 to 100 to 110 12000 to 15000 20 to 25 -2 to 2
138 >110 >IS000 >2S >2

After the foregoing computer operations, the following manual operations were
performed to check the data: (1) the jispection of the data format to check that the
data were digitized to the correct order of magnitude, (2) the inspection for data
continuity to check that successive parameter values are within acceptable limits,
(3) the comparison of the data with normal values to detect measurevents of the wrong
trace because of trace crossing and overlapping, (4) the investigation of unusual or
extreme values, and (S) the verification of computer-generated error messages. After
all detected errors were corrected, the data was subjected to a quality control check.

In the quality control check, randomly selected oscillogram points were manually
measured and the measurements were compared with the digitize, data for the same points.
Depending on the accuracy standards and the agreement of the digitized data with the
manually measured data, the digitized data was accepted or rejected on a flight-by-
flight basis. Then the oscillograms corresponding to the rejected data were reprocessed
through all the foregoing steps in the data reduction process.

In the final steps of the data reduction process, all data found valid in thequality control check were merged onto a master tape which was maintained until 200

hours of utility mission data or 100 hours of training mission data were acquired. Thenafter the data on the master tape were sorted according to the required table formats,

the data tables were printed.

DATA PRESENTATION

In accord with the manufacturer's requirements and approval, the mission data
were presented primarily in terms of the time distribution in flight conditions and
m ission segments. In addition, the data represents the percentage of time recorded 1P
parameter ranges during the respective flight condition-mission segment combinat_....
As presented and discussed in the final reports for each mission type and the composite
missions, seven types of tabular printouts were prepared: (1) the usage spectrum, (2)
the usage spectrum normalized to 100 hours, (3) the time distributions for the recorded
and derived parameter ranges, (4) the time distributions for coincident parameter
raviges, (5) the concurrent lateral and vertical acceleration peaks, (6) the maneuver-
induced vertical acceleration peaks in coincident parameter ranges, and (7) the airspeed
accelerations in level flight. Because of the volume of data in each report, only
samples of each table for the composite H-lF missions will be described. Copies of the
final rcyorts may be requested by writing to the Helicopter System Manager, Robins AFB,
Georgia 31098.



For the H-iF helicopter, Table 7 presents the composite (utility and training
mission) usage spectrum normalized to a 100-hour basis. (The composite usage spectrum
represents a 300-hour data sample, 200 hours of utility data and 100 hours of training
data.) This table presents for each combination of mission segment and flight condition
the number of occurrences, the total time in minutes, and the percentage of 100 hours.

TABLE 7. OPERATIONAL USAGE SPECTRUM FOR THE H-1 HELICOPTERS
MISSION: COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT: UH/TH-IF

TIME PERCENT OCCUR. PERCENT
(HRS) TIMF OCCUR.

MISSION SEGMENTS

GROUND CONDITIONS 50.90 16.6 1025 14.4

IGE HOVER 2S.60 0.3 1?76 17.9
ASCENT 40.98 13.4 1506 21.1
LEVEL FLIGHT 100.32 15.9 1624 2.8
DESCENT 00.55 14.6 1351 18.9
AUTOROTATION 3.54 1.2 351 0.9

TOTALS 305.80 100.0 7133 100.0

FLIGHT CONDITIONS

ROTOR START 0.00 0.0 205 .8
STEADY STATE 269,61 88.2 10376 02.9

TRANSIENT ?.87 .9 8as 3.5
TAKE-OFF 2.23 .7 A83 3.7
COLLECTIVE PUSHOVER 2.64 .9 1691 7.0
COLLECTIVE PULL-IUP 1.52 .5 951 3,9
FLARE 2.79 .9 553 2.3
TOUCHDOoN 0.00 0.0 876 3.6
ROTOR STOP 0.00 0.0 197 .8
MISSION SEGMENT VARIATION 0.00 0.0 2399 9.9
LEFT TURN 9.95 3,3 1407 5.8
RIGHT TURN 8.55 2.; I2GO 5.0
CYCLIC PUSHOVER .28 .1 173 .7
CYCLIC PULL-UP 1.73 .6 702 2.9

LONGITUD14AL REVERSAL .05 .0 67 .3
LATERAL REVERSAL A11 159 .7
RUDDER REVERSAL .13 .0 169 .7
INitIATION OF ASCENT 1,70 .6 614 2.5
ENTRY AUTOROTATION .57 .2 352 1.5
RECOVERY AUTOROTATInN .gs .3 s52 1.5
DIVE .01 .0 2 .0
DIVE PULL-OUT .00 .0 2 .0
ENDS IN FLIGHT ,• 0.00 0.0 8 .0

TOTALS 305.80 100.0 ?0190 300.0

Table 8 presents the time and percent of time in gross weight ranges for each
mission segment and for each flight condition in each mission segment. In this and
similar tables, each range is identified by its lower bound; for extuple, 6000 pounds
represents 6000 to 7000 pounds. Table 9 presents the same data for the airspeed as a
percentage of the never-to-exceed velocity (%Vne). Similer tables were prepared for
rotor speed, outside air temperature, maneuver-induced vertical accelerations, gust-
induced vertical accelerations, and engine torque. Such tabular formats permit com-
paring the current data with previous usage survey data.

TABLE 8. TIME AND PERCENT OF TIME IN GROSS WEIGHT RANGES FOR EACH
H-1 MISSION SEGMENT AND FLIGHT CONDITION

MISLIONI COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT$ UHtTH-IF

PERCENT OF TIMF IN RANGES TIME
MISSION SEGMENTS 6FL 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 (HRS)

"GROUND CONDITICNS 1.9 76.7 15.0 50.90
IGE HOVER 19.2 73.7 7.2 25.50
ASCENT 16.1 77.7 6.2 40.98
LEVEL FLIGHT 16.6 70.2 9.2 140.32
DESCENT 20.0 72.6 7.0 4.SS
AUTOROTATION 14.2 80.3 3.5 3.S5

TOTAL 15.8 70,9 9.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 305.80

FLIGHT CONDITIONS

STEADY STATE 15.6 70.6 9.8 269.61

TRANSIENT 1408 73.9 15.3 2.87

TAKE-OFF 13.0 77,7 9.3 2.23
COLLECTIVE PUSHOVER 19.6 75.3 5.1 2.8R
COLLECTIVE PUL-UP 22.2 72.9 4.9 1.52
FLARE 17.9 70.8 7.3 2.79
LEFT TURN 36.2 79,0 ?.A 9.95
RIGHT TURN 17.5 '7.7 0.8 8.55
CYCLIC PUSHOVER 13.6 O.8 5.6 .2A
CYCLIC PULL-UP 16.3 79.3 1,0 1.73
LONCITUDINAL REVERSAL 33.8 88.2 .05

LATERAL REVERSAL 23.0 73.8 3.1 .31
RUDDER RFVER$AL 16.8 78.0 5.2 .13
INITIATION OF ASCENT 15.9 75.9 8.1 1.70
ENTRV AUTOROTATION 3.1 80.6 1.1 I57
RECOVERY AUTOROTATION 18.8 79.5 1.8 .85
DIVE 100.0 .01
DIVE PULL-OUT 300.0 .00

TOTAL 15.8 70,9 9.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 305.80



TABLE 9. TIME AND PERCENT OF TIME IN AIRSPEED RANGES FOR EACH H-1

MISSION SEGMENT AND FLIGHT CONDITION

MISSION: COMPOSITE AIRCRAFvs UH/TH-IF

PERCFNT OF TIME IN RANGES TIME
MISSION SEGMENTS SEL 00 50 60 70 80 90 100 2t0 (HRS)

GROUND CONDITIONS 200.0 s 0,g0
IGE HOVER 99.2 .6 .2 .0 .0 25.s0
ASCENT 6.7 4.3 10.3 23.3 32,7 18.4 3.6 .7 40.98
LEVEL FLIGHT ,0 1.2 0.4 12.8 25.8 37.1 16.0 3.0 .1 t10.32
DESCENT 20.0 7.1 10.3 15.7 ?2.9 22.8 9.1 2.0 *0 40.55
AUTOROTATION 21.2 8.3 14.5 26.8 23.4 5.0 40 .1 1.54

TOTAL 27,7 2.3 5.1 t1.2 19.8 22.9 9.2 1.8 *0 30s5so

FLIGHT CONDITIONS

STEADY STATE 26.5 2.2 4.8 10.6 19.7 20.2 10.0 2.0 .1 269.61
TRANSIENT 99,8 .0 .2 2.87

TAKE-OFF 99.0 o4 .1 .0 2.23

COLLECTIVE PUSHOVER ,.I 6o4 16.0 19.7 26.3 28.8 5.6 2.7 .I 2.80

COLLECTIVE PULL-UP 19.2 1224 16.6 P0oo 20.2 9.2 2.2 .3 .0 2.52

FLARE 96.2 3,6 .? 2,79

LEFT TURN t7.7 1,f 6.4 "'.0 31.2 19.5 3.1 .2 '0 9.95
RIGHT TURN 10.1 2.9 9.4 23.6 30.3 17.6 S.8 .3 .0 8.55

CYCLIC PUSHOVER ?3.2 24.3 12.8 13.6 19.7 3,9 2.1 ,a .28

CYCLIC PULL-UP 2.6 5,3 10.6 ?T7t 29.8 20.S 3.8 .2 .? ,71

LONGITUDINAL REVERSAL 72,6 13,1 3.3 3.9 4.5 2.9 .05

LATERAL REVERSAL 81.9 .7 3.5 2.4 So 6.3 1.0 .11

RUDDER REVERSAL 99.2 .9 .13

INITIATION OF ASCENT 89.9 7.6 1.8 .6 .1 1.70

ENTRY AUTOROTATION .2 S.0 23.8 52.3 17.7 1.6 .3 ,ST

RECOVERY AUTOROTATION 80.7 5.9 0.6 5.6 2.6 .s .8s

DIVE 34,8 26.1 39,2 .0o

DIVE PULL-UUT 22.7 0O.9 27,3 9,1 .00

TOTAL 27.7 2.3 5.1 21.2 19.8 22.9 9.2 2.8 .0 305.0

Table 10 presents for each combination of flight condition, mission segment,
gross weight, and center-of-gravity position, the time in coincident ranges cf density
altitude, airspeed, rotor speed, engine torque, and rate of climb. Since this table
indicates the relative severity of thu flight conditions, its data can be directly
correlated with the data in the manufacturer's H-lF strain survey.

TABLE 10. TIME IN COINCIDENT PARAMETER RANGES BY MISSION SEGMENT, FLIGHT
CONDITION, GROSS WEIGHT, AND C.G. POSLTION

MISSION, COMPOSIlE AIRCRAFTI UH/THm-F

STEADY STATE IGE HOVER
GROSS WEIGHTI 6000 CG POSITION: FvD

DENSITY PERCENT ROTOR TORQUE TIME
ALT VNF SPEED (MIN)

?000 t40 946 30 .13

2000 t4O 300 10 .30
2000 400 304 20 .09
2000 (00 300 10 .05
2000 (00 308 P0 ?.38
2000 t40 308 30 .?1
2000 (00 31? 2C .I5
2000 (0O 3.32
4000 (40 300 20 .09
4000 (00 300 30 .0,
0000 (00 304 20 .63

0000 (40 308 30 .,7
4000 (00 308 20 .97
4000 (40 308 30 .79
0000 (00 312 20 1.68
0000 (00 31t 30 .19
0000 (00 310 ?0 2.07
i000 (00 Sib so .79
4000 C40 321) ?• 6,.8
4000 440 8.12
6000 (00 296 20 .04
6000 (40 ?96 30 .02
6000 (40 100 20 .59
6000 -90 304 20 R8e
6000 <(0 300 30 .In
6000 t00 308 20 1.03
6000 (00 31? ?0 .87
6000 (00 12? 10 .38
6000 <40 31o s0 0s
6000 <40 4.i8

TOTAL 15.82



• - "Table 11 presents the occurrences of concurrent vertical and lateral accelera-
tions in coincident density altitude and airspeed ranges for each combination of flight
condition, mission segment, gross weight, and center-of-gravity position. The lateral
accelerations to the left were given positive values. In the computer-generated tables,
the vertical accelerations are separated into those inside and outside threshold; only
the latter are presented here.

TABLE 11. COINCIDENT LATERAL AND VERTICAL ACCELERATION PEAK OCCURRENCES
IN COINCIDENT PARAMETER RANGES FOR FLIGHT CONDITION AND MISSION
SEGMENT COMBINATIONS

MISSION: COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT: UH/TH.IF

FLIGHT CONDITION MISSION SEGMENT GROSS CG DENSITY PERCENT CORR NY TOTAL
WGT POSITION ALT VNE NZ OCCUR

CYCLIC PULL-UP DESCENT 46000 AFT 0000 70 1.3 0.10 1
CYCLIC PULL-UP DESCENT 6000 AFT 6000 70 1.7 -O,1s I
CYCLIC PULL-UP DESCENT 6000 AFT 6000 110 1.4 0.10 1
CYCLIC PULL-UP AUTOROTATION 6000 AFT 6000 60 I.5 0.10 1
CYCLIC PULL-UP AUTOROTATION bO000 AFT 2000 TO 1.2 -0.15 1
CYCLIC PULL-UP AUTOROTATION 6000 AFT 2000 so 1.3 -0.!S I
CYCLIC PULL-UP AUTOROTATION 6000 AFT 4000 60 |,2 -0..S 1
CYCLIC PULL-UP AUTOROTATION 6000 AFT 4000 60 10. -0.3s 1
LONGITUDINAL REVERSAL ASCENT 000 AFT 2000 60 3,. -0.s I
ENTRY AUTOROTATION AUTOROTATION 06000 AFT 6000 SO 0.7 -0.1s a
ENTRY AUTOROTATIOPI AUTOROTATION 6000 AFT 4000 70 0.2 -0.5 1
ENTRY AUTOROTATION AUTOROTATION 6000 AFT 6000 70 0.2 0.10 1
ENTRY AUTOROTATTON AUTOROTATION 6000 AFT 0000 70 0,5 -0.15 1
ENTRY AUTOROTATION AUTOROTATION 6000 AFT 6000 so 0,7 0.15 I

Table 12 presents the maneuver-induced vertical acceleration peaks. This table
lists the following data: (1) the number of maximum nz peaks (one for each flight
condition), (2) the duration of these peaks outside threshold, (3) the time of the
flight conditions containing the peaks, (4) the total number of nz peaks (including any
secondary pe&ks) outside threshold, and (5) the duration of all the nz peaks outside
threshold for each combination of flight condition and mission segment. (The range
labeled NONE represents the threshold from 0.9g to 1.1g.)

TABLE 12. MANEUVER-INDUCED VERTICAL ACCELERATION PEAK OCCURRENCES AND

DURATIONS BY MISSION SEGMENT AND FLIGHT CONDITION

"mISSIfN: cOmPnStiF AIRCRAFT: UH/TH.IF

QRIGHT TURN NO. FLI. CONDITIONS, 033

LFVEL FLIGHT FLT. TIMF (MIN)I 207.71

qANGE MAX. N? PFR FLT. CfNO. TOTAL N1 PEAKS

OrcuIR. OURATION FIT. TIME OCCUR. OURATION

AFLOW 0.00

"%. 0.00

O.• 0,00

".6 0,n

0.7 0:00
O.A 0.00

WIlNF 74 793
1. I aft 9. '7 67.12 330 :5.3:

I.? 163 l'•.08 7A.5? 240 21.5l
1.3 65 9.0O 35.07 79 I03
4., 2? 5.26 12.1o 26 5.0?
I.2 I0 s.35 6.5 11 2.57

1.6 1 .?6 .07 I .2b
1.7 0.00
1.A 0.00
2.0 0.00
P.( 0.00

2.0 0.00

SUM 31 X?..33 207.71 691 sh.?A

Table 13 presents the maneuver-induced vertical accelerations in concurrent
density altitude and airspeed ranges for the combinations of flight condition, mission
segment, gross weight, and center-of-gravity position.

For each flight condition in the level flight mission segment, Table 14 lists the
number of occurrences and the durations of both accelerations and decelerations outside
the 2-knot-per-second threshold.

The computer-generated tables were supplemented by figures or sumnary tables to
present the data more vividly and concisely. For example, the data in Table 8 for both
the mission segments and the flight conditions were illustrated by percentage-of-time
histograms and frequency distribution curves, and the vertical acceleration data in
Table 12 were depicted by exceedance (hours to reach or exceed a given vertical accele-
ration level) curves. In general, the summary tables list the number of occurrences,
total time, and average duration for each flight condition in each mission segment.



TABLE 13. MANEUVER-INDUCED VERTICAL ACCELERATION P5AKS IN COINCIDENT
PARAMETER RANGES BY MISSION SEGMENT, FLIGHT CONDITION, GROSS
WEIGHT, AND C.G. POSiUION

MISSION: COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT: UH/TH-IF

CYCLIC PULL-0L GROSS wEIGHTt 6000
AUTOROTATION CG POSITION, AFT

DENSITY PERCENT OCCURRENCES IN RANGES T14E

ALTITUDE VNE 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 2.0 (HRS)

0 5j 1 D00
0 60 1 1 2 1 1 Sol

2000 40 I .02
2000 so 8 2 3 1 03
2000 60 8 7 2 2 3 03
2000 70 2 1 '00
400O 40 1 '03
4000 so 6 5 S 2 1 .0O
4000 60 IS 12 13 4 8 I S10
4000 70 8 7 S 4 3 ! 2 '05
4000 so I I 1 '00
6000 so 4 .01
6000 60 4 2 1 1 1 .02
6000 70 3 5 6 3 1 3 SOS
6000 0o S 3 a 2 '02

TOTAL 066 44 40 18 21 6 4

TABLE 14. AIRSPEED'ACCELERATION OCCURRENCES AND DURATIONS DURING
LEVEL FLIGHT FOR EACH FLIuHT CONDITION

AIRSPEED ACCELERATION OCCURRENCES AND FLIGHT TIME (MIN) FOR LEVF' PLIGHT RY FLIGHT CONDITION

MISSIONi COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT: UH/?4H-F

BELOW -2.0 KT/SEC ABOVE 2.0 KT/SEC
TnTAL TOTAL RANGE FLT, COND. RANGE RANGE FLT. CONO. RANGE

FLIGHT CONDITION OCCUR TIME OCCUR CJRATION DURATION OCCUR DURATION DURATION

STEADY STATE 2460 78A9.59 135 645.7 16.43 231 895.32 33.39
TAKE-OFF to .93 3 .31 '22 2 031 .20

COLLECTIVE PUSHOVER 523 51.17 IS9 140.19 11.55 to 1.32 S53
CULLECTIVE PULL-UP 368 14.91 17 1.84 95 0 so 0.19 4.00
FLARE 8 2.43 2 .41 401 0 0.00 0.00
LEFT TURN 005 221.19 00 23.12 4.67 49 25.97 S.26
RIGHT TURN 431 207.71 34 15.62 3.84 37 19.03 0.35

CYCLIC PUSHOVER 2S 3.03 2 .24 .13 A 1.10 .96
CYCLIC PULL-UP 174 27.54 63 9.87 6.21 37 2.70 1.48
LONGITUDINAL REVERSAL 2 .30 0 0.00 0.00 1 .06 .06
LATERAL REVERSAL 8 .5? 1 .02 .02 1 .02 .02
RUDDER REVERSAL 1 .0? 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00

Survey Results

During the current H-iF program, 300 hours of data were acquired, processed, and
presented in an operational usage spectrum where time is distributed in flight condi-
tions and mission segments and in parameter ranges for each flight condition and mission
segment. The parameters include instantaneous gross weight, center-of-gravity position,
density altitude, airspeed, engine torque, rotor speed, vertical acceleration, and
lateral acceleration. Since the 300-hour sample consists of 200 hours of utility mis-
sion data and 100 hours of training mission data, the composite mission spectrum is the
weighted average of the utility a,,d training mission spectra. In the following summary,
first for the composite mission spectrum and then for the utility and training mission
spectra, the time distributions ij, the parameter ranges for .each flight condition and
misison segment as well as those in the flight conditions and mission segments them-
selves must be considered in evaluating the current operational usage.

Figure S presents the operational usage spectrum for the composite mission data.
In the comparison of this table with that for the design usage spectrm (Table 4), the
more significant differences were as follows. For the mission segments, the operational
spectrum had more time in ground operations (16 percent vs 1 percent) and IGE hover (7
percent vs 4.5 percent) but less time in autorotation (0.5 percent vs 3.5 percent) than
the design spectrum. For the flight conditions, the operational spectrum had less time
in forward level flight (43 percent vs 77 percent) than the design spectrum. Moreover,
in the operational spectrum, the rotor speeds during autorotation were occasionally
below the normal continuous operating limit, and the airspeed during level flight were
lower than those in the design spectrum.
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Figure 5. Percent of Time in Each Flight Condition by Mission Segment
for Composite Mission Data

Figures 6 and 7 present the operational usage spectra for the utility and
training mission data, respectively. The following are the more significant differences
between these two spectra. For the mission segments, the utility mission spectrum had
more time in level flight (52 percent vs 35 percent) but less time in ascent (12 percent
vs 16 percent) and descent (13 percent vs 17 percent) than the training mssion spec-
trum. Consequently, the training mission spectrum had shorter ground-air-ground cycles
(15 minutes vs 24 minutes) than the utility mission spectrum. For the flight condi-
tions, the training mission spectrum had more time in turns (4 percent vs 2 percent)
than the utility mission spectrum. In both spectra, turns were occasionally accompanied
with pull-ups which produced vertical acceleration peaks larger than those sustained
"during normal turns. Moreover, the training mission spectrum more closely adhered to
the airspeed limit since it had less time beyond the never-to-exceed velocity (0.7
percent vs 2.4 percent) than the utility mission spectrum.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

~ ~1~The change in the requirements for aircraft operational usage recording programs
from design criteria to component life data (in keeping with ASIP requirements) has
fostered the development of the flight condition recognition (FCR) technique for pro-
cessing and presenting the operationa? data. Developed in a study program for the Army,

the FCR technique was later applied to 1200 hours of operational usage data recorded on
Air Force H-l, H-53, and H-3 helicopters. Not only did the FCR technique prove both
technically and economically feasible, but it significantly improved the operational
usage spectrum by detailing the flight conditions and mission segments and the parameter
ranges within them so that the fatigue analyst can apply the data directly to the con-
putation of the dynamic component lives.

Future applications of the FCR technique will distinguish the operations in asym-
metrical maneuvers. In addition, projected developments include (1) recording cargo
pickups and drops by monitoring the external sling load, (2) airborne magnetic tape re-
corders s'uch that steady state segments can be processed directly from the tape data with
maneuvering segments displayed for manual editing as in the current application, and
(3) ultimately computer programs for maneuvering segment editing to completely automate
all data processing operations.

U)U >.
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U. S. NAVY HELICOPTER OPERATIONAL FLIGHT
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Washington, D. C. 20361
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SUMMARY

U. S. Navy operational requirements for rotary wing aircraft cover an extreme range
of missions, from search and rescue over hostile terrain and sea, to mine countermeasures,
anti-subrqrine warfare, attack, cargo replenishment at sea, utility, training, et. al.
These vastly different operations necessitated the establishment of a broad program, to
measure the structural loading environment during such missions.

In Lhe early 1950's the first in-flight operational survey was performed on the
HUP-1 helicopter. Since that time in-flight load spectra surveys have been performed
on the SH-3A, CH-53A, CH-46D, UH-lE, TH-lL and HH-2D helicopters. Data from these
surveys have been used to establish a more rational basis for static and fatigue
structural design criteria as well as to more realistically establish the service lives
of existing critically loaded structural components.

In addition to these in-flight load surveys, data has been obtained during opera-
tional landing surveys performed on che HUP-1, HTL-3, HTL-4, HTL-5, H03S, and HRS-l
helicopters. These surveys were performed during the early 1950's. In the late 196C's,
data was obtained in confined area landing operations with the CH-53A and CH-46F
helicopters. Recently, surveys were made during landing operations with the HH-2D
and SH-2F aircraft on the landing platforms of small non-aviation type ships (destroyers
and frigates) at sea. These data have been used to up-date the Navy's design and test
criteria for structural strength for landirg.

Results and details of these surveys as well as the Navy's current plans for future
surveys such as flight surveys in mine countermeasures operations uith the RH-53D
helicopter and at-sea hauldown landing operations with the SH-2F holicopter are discussed.

1.0 INTRODUCTTON

The U. S. Navy accepted its first helicopter into the fleet in 1943, This a'.rcraft,
designated the HNS-1, was a U, S. Army R-4B Sikorsky helicopter. Usage of this aircraft
by the Navy however, was somewhat different from that of the Army, partly because of
Navy at-sea mission requirements. The Navy throughout the last thirty years has typi-
cally taken helicopters such as the HNS-1 and used them for operations that the aircraft
contractor has little or no knowledge of, and thus had not completely accounted for in
their structural static or fatigue strength criteria.

Thus during the early 1950's the Navy decided to perform operational surveys to
quantitatively define their helicopters' mission profiles. From these surveys would
evolve criteria to be used for current and future aircraft structural design. In
particular, these surveys provided the quantitative data necessary for realistic static
and fatigue strength design.

The first in-flight operational survey with a Navy helicopter was performed i0 the
early 1950's by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), reference (1),
using their airspeed (V), normal acceleration (G), and altitude (H) recorder. Also in
the early 1950's the Aeronautical Structures Laboratory (ASL) of the Naval Air Engin-
eering Center performed operational surveys on a number of Navy helicoptel's to determine
operational la:nding gink speeds. In the mid 1960's, ASL under the directio,, of the
Airframe Division, Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) initiaed a program tj perform
operational flight spectra surveys on different classes of U. S. Navy and Marine heli-
copters. Also included in tiis program, were landing surveys performed to measure the
landing contact conditions of land and ship based helicopters, During the early 1970's
the Naval Air Test Center (NATC) performed landing surveys on chip based helicopters
involved in at-sea landin, operations aboard small non-aviation type ships (destroyers
and frigates).

This paper presents an overview of all the surveys performed to date on U. S. Navy
and Marine helicopters. Aircraft descriptions, parameters measured, instrumentation
characteristics, results arid conclusions obtained from the survey.s are presented.
Current plans for an in-flight operational survey to be performed on an RH class heli-

W. copter, and a landing survey to be performed on the SH-2F RAST program helicopter are
discussed. These operational surveys will investigate Airborne Mine Counter Measure
operations and at-sea hauldown landing operations, respectively.



2.0 HELICOPTER OPERATIONS

For static and fatigue strength U. S. Navy and Marine Helicopters have in the past
been designed to military specification MIL-S-8698, reference (2). However, as a result
of in-flight and landing surveys performed on operational aircraft and studies made, for
example reference (3), and many years of research and investigation conducted by the
Structures Branch, Airframe Division, Naval Air Systems Command, a new structural design
specification, AR-56 reference (4), was written for U. S. Navy and Marine helicopters.
AR-56 presents recommended mission profiles for various classes of helicopters that
should be used for the design fatigue loadings. The data needed to generate the design
mission profiles and the landing contact conditions reflented in AR-56 were obtained
from surveys involving many Navy and Marine helicopters. The surveys covered in this
report are coaicerned with the classes and type of helicopters given in Table (1).

Landing surveys were performed on the HTL-3, HTL-4, HTL-5, HUP-l, H03S, HRS-1, CH-46F,
CH-53A, SH-2F and HH-2D aircraft. In-flight surveys were performed on the HUF-1, UH-lE,
TH-lL, CH-46D, CH-53A, SH-3A and HH-2D. The landing surveys for the HUP-I and CH-53A
aircraft were performed separately from the in-flight surveys; however, the HH-2D's
landing and in-flight surveys were performed concurrently. Present plans are to perform
an in-flight survey on the RH-53D AMCM helicopter and also an at-sea landing survey on
the SH-2F helicopter as used during Recovery Assist Secure and Traverse (RAST) operations
as a function of increased ship motion/sea state.

The gross weight range and maximum speed for the above aircraft are given 'n Table (2).
The missions of the helicopters were diverse and ranged from an AVW (anti-submarine war-
fare) type operation which involves landing on non-aviation ships, to an AMCM (.peration
involving the towing of mine countermeasure sleds whion imposes large dynamic tow cable
loads on the helicopter.

This unique usage of rotary wing aircraft by the Navy, has been the driving force
behind the Navy's need to gather operational usage data.

3.0 PARAMETERS MEASURED

Depending upon the nature of the survey and the data desired, the parameters meastred
were as wide and varied as the mission requirements. The parameters measured on the
various surveys are listed in Table (3). The number and type of parameters measured
were chosen to provide the amount of information necessary to define the structural
loading environment during normal operational conditions. State-of-the-art instrumentE-
tion also played a key role in the selection, as well as maintenance of the equipment
and equipment capacity.

All the landing surveys were photographic, however, the HH-2D and SH-2F aircraft were
also equipped with vertical velocity doppler radar units to measure landing sink speeds
directly. Thi in-flight surveys did not measure data in the rotating system, with the
exceptton of Lhe HH-2D survey which made use of the aircrafts' existing rotor slip ring
assembly to measure rotor blade flap and lead-lag motion. The CH-46D, l. ic TH-IL
surveys measured vibratory loads in the non-rotating control system. CXnt.t'ol tube loads
were measured by strain gage bridges installed on the control lirxs which we.-e then
calibrated against load in a testing machin,.

Present plans are to strain gage the tall rc'.or pylon for the RH-53D survey in order
to look closely at an area of the aircraft that was suspect during a recent dccidert
involving that particular helicopter.

The Stf-2F RAST operational landing survey will collect data from landing sear that
have been adequately strain gaged and calibrated; doppler radar units attached to the
airframe/landing gear, as well as photographic equipment will be employed. Shlp motion,
(e. g. roll, pitch, heave, etc.) will be obtained simultaneously, so as to collect data
sufficient to 1zbermine the helicopters' landing contact conditions relative to the
ship for various high sea state conditions.

4.0 DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTATION

The in-flight survey performed on the HUP-1, made use of a VGN typa re-order. This
instrument weighed 15 pounds and had a maximum recoiding time of 20 hours. The in-flight
surveys for the SH-3A, CH-46D, CH-53A, HH-2D, TH-lL and UH-lE aircraft made use of the
century 409 oscillograpn, which was capable of recording nine channels of informatiun.
Weight of the oscillograph was 20 lbs. Because of the large number of parameters that
were monitored on the UH-lE and TH-lL surveys, it was necessary to use two oscillograph
recorders. One oscillograph recorded vibratory data, i. e. the control tube loads and
two pilot's seat accelerations. The other parameters, i. e. steady stafe data, were
recorded on the second oscillograph. Present plans for the RH-53D survey are to make
uoe of a magnet!- tape digital data acquisition system. This system will give the
capability to record more parameters, and is expected to greatly reduce data reduction
time.



Additional qualitative and quantitative flight information was obtained from pilot
report sheets.. A typical report sheet is shown in figure (1). Navy pereonnel gathered
the pilot report sheets and changed the flight record magazines immediately after each
flight. The number of aircraft instrumented for each of the in-flight surveys is listed
in Table (4).

Instrumentation was also needed for the at-sea landing survey to record ship motion
data. Ships motion parameters for the SH-2F landing survey on the U.S.S. Biddle, refer-
ence (5), were measured with Naval Air Test Center (NAT13) FM tape instrumentation. This
motion was simultaneously recorded with the aircraft telemetered Pulse Code Modulated
(PCM) data. Present plans for SH-2F RAST operational landing survey are to make use of
the same type of instrumentation recording system that was used during the U.S.S. Biddle
survey.

The landing surveys performed on the HUP-l, HTL-3, HTL-4/5, HRS-l and H03S, references
16 through 10 respectively, made use of a 16mm camera acquisition system. The survey per-
formed on the CH-46F and CH-53A aircraft employed the Naval Air Development Center 70mm
photo-electronic data acquisition system. Details concerning the set up and location of
the cameras are given in references (11) and (12). Description of the photographic
system can be found in reference (13).

5.0 DATA REDUCTION

Information collected during in-flight surveys was .:ecorded on1 oscillograph records
which were then processed by the Naval Air Development Jenter (NADC). A sample oscillo-
graph trace is given in figure (2). Records were editeC to determine aircraft gross
weight, and flight conditions. The record reading was ptrformed on semi-automatic
data-reduction equipment. Typically two methods were usc*d to read the flight data.
In the first method, all parameters on the flight record '"ere read simultaneousl.y at
intervals of one minute as indicated by the timing trace on the record. In the second
method, all parameters were real simultaneou3ly whenever ,y one of three selected
parameters exceeded a specified threshold value, e. g. the following three parameters
and their threshold values were used in reference (14).

A. Normal Load Factor (Nz) - read whenever it was greater than 1.2 or less than +0.8.
B. Engine Torque - read whenever it was greater than 100%.
C. Cruise Guide - read whenever it was greater than 30%.

In addition however, two other criteria must have been satisfieA before the above
readings were made:

A. The controlling parameter (either Np, engine torque, or cruise guide) must increase
an amount equal to or greater than one-ball of the amount by which it previously decreased.

B. lhe controllirg parameter must decreese an amount equal to or greater than one-
half that by which It previously increasFd.

All parameters on the flight record were read whenever one of the three selected
parameters satisfied the threshold values and criteria.

The resulting data punched on computer cards were then transferred to magnetic tape
for processing on the IBM 360 computer.

Photographs obtained from the landing surveys were analyzed to determine aircraft
landing gear sink speeds, horizontal velocity, pitch and roll angles, as well as pitch
and roll rates. A detailed description of the analytical techniques used is given in
reference (14).

Typically for the at-sea landing surveys, parameters such as ship roll and pitch
motion as a function of sea state were correlated with aircraft motion and the resulting
aircraft touchdown attitude relacive to the ship wa2 determined, reference (5).

6.0 RESULTS

Typical results are presented for the following groups of surveys:

Group (I) Land Based Landing Surveys - HUP-l, HTL-3,4,•, HRS-l,
CV-46F, CH-53A

Group (II) At-Sea Landing Surveys - HC3S, SH-2F, HH-2D
Group (III) In-Flight 93orveys - HUP-l, UH-lE, TH-IL, HH-2D,

SH-3A, CH-46D, CH-53A

All data obtained during the Group (I) surveys was based on photographic information.
Figuves (3) and (4) give typical sinking speed distributions ootained from survey data.
The landing survey performed on the CH-53A helicopter resulted in an increase in the
design loading conditions for landing gear stren•gth. 41L-S-P698 limit sinking speed

_47 of 8 fps at the basic desikn gross weight was revised to a design sink speed of 12 fps
f in AR-56.



Group II results are given in figures (5) and (9), and Table (5). Data obtained from
the U.S.S. Sims landing survey, reference (15), as well as operational data obtained
from ship motion surveys, demonstrated a need for an increased strength landing gear for
the HH-2D helicopter. The increased strength gave the capability to make 12 fps vertical
landings. Operational surveys to date, references (16) and (17), have substantiated
this increase to a 12 fps sink speed.

Group III survey results were presented in many histograms and exceedance plots. A
summary of the types of these are given in Table (6). Total usable flight hours of data
obtained during the in-flight surveys are given in Table (4). Typical data obtained
from the group III surveys are given in figures (7) through (10). Data obtained from
the UH-lE survey, reference (18), indicated that the aircraft in-flight operates on
occasion at a rotor rpm below the minimum limit. Data from this survey is now under
study to determine the nature of operating below the minimu.i rpm. (Note: There have
been recent accidents involving this ype of helicopter, i.e. the H-1 series, where it
was suspected that operation below minimum rotor rpm may have existed and caused the
rotor to contact the fuselage.) The survey performed on the HH-2D showed that the
aircraft spent a large portion of its flight time in the taxi mode. By operating in
this mode, with its high main rotor hub moments, resulted in a lower fatigue life for
the hub than was originally calculated. The original mission profile used for the
fatigue design loading did not reflect this type of usage for the aircraft. The
dynamically loaded components that were monitored on the CH-46D survey reference (19),
however, showed that the design loading was sufficient, figure (8) illustrating the
margin between the measured and design loadr.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The operational surveys performed on U. S. Navy and Marine helicopters have been
beneficial in establishing quantitative mission profile data. Operational usage data
has been used also to update design and test criteria for structural static and fatigue
strength. Future surveys are needed however, to constantly assess operational usage.

Present plans call for an in-flight survey on the RH-53D Mine Counter Measures Heli-
copter and for an at-sea survey of the SH-2F aircraft equipped with recovery assist
equipment (RAST) for landing aboard non-aviation ships in heavy seas.

Th•e amount of time and effort spent by personnel at NADC in reducing data collected
from oscillograph recorders will decrease sharply when the magnetic tape system is used.
Initial studies have indicated that large 4mounts of data collected with the magnetic
tape system can be handled more accurately and processed more quickly.

The data obtained from the in-flight surveys have been used to define the life of
fatigue critical components. The parameters measured on the surveys were determined
with this in mind and the data was presented in a manner such that the fatigue analyst
could compute the service component fatigue lives. It is well known that each helicopter
company has its own method nf determining component lives and must be given data from
an operational survey in a form suitable for its own fatigue analysts to use. With this
in mind it is planned to present the data obtained from the RH-53D survey in a manner
consistant with that outlined in refernce (20), modified appropriately in response to
contractor recommendations.
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TRAINING: HTL-3,4,5
TH'IL

UTILITY: HUP-1
UH-lE

OBSERVATION: H03S

RESCUE: HRS-1

CARGO: CH-46D
CH-46F
CH-53A

SEARCH: SH-2F
SH-3A

MINE COUNTER MEASURES: RH.53D

PLANE GUARD: HH-2D
(LAMPS)

TABLE 1. VARIOUS CLASSES OF U. S. NAVY HELICOPTERS

INVOLVED IN OPERATIONAL SURVEYS

GROSS WEIGHT MAXIMUM SPEED
AIRCRAFT RANGE (LIS) (KNOTS) eS.L.

HTL-3 1800-23S0 80
HTL-4 1800.2350 80

HTL-5 1800-2350 80

HUP-1 5000.6000 104

H03S 5393-8070 100

HRS-I 5000-8070 90

H.IL 7000.9500 120

UH-.E 7000-8500 120

SH-2F 9000-12800 145

HH-20 9000-12800 140

SN-3A 13000-19000 140

CH-46D/! 14000-23000 144

CH-S3A 25000-42000 170

IH-53D 33000-50000 170

TABLE 2. AIRCRAFT GROSS WEIGHT RANGES AND

MAXIMUM SPEED
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Aircraft

Param~eter . , r "

AiLepeed V 4 V V V I/

C. G. Acceleration (Nz) J V /
Altitude (Pressure) V V V V V V I V
Retor RPM V V V V V
OAT V V/ V V
Engine RPM V
Cruise Guide Indicator
Landing Event %/ V
A/c Acceleration Aft )OISSN V
A/C Acceleration (Ramp Door) V
For. Rotor Control Link Load V
Aft Rotor Control Link Load V
C C. Acceleration (N,)
Rotor Blade Flapping Angle V
Rotor Blade Lead-Lag Angle V
Longitudinal Stick Position V
Lateral Stick Position V
Collective Stick Pesition It
Longitudinal Cyclic Control Tube Load V V
Lateral Cyclic Control Tube Load / I
Collective Control Tube Load V/ V
Sink Speed I/ I/ I V V V
Tail Boom Acceleration V
Pilot Accelecatlon (Nz) Z)
Pilot Acceleration (Ny) V V
Rudder Position V
#1 Engine Torque I V I/
#2 Engine Torque
Tail Pylon StraiA V
Cable Teonion V
Cable Skew Angle V
Altitude (Radar) V

TABLE 3. PARAMETERS RECORDED ON U. S. NAVY HELICOPTERS
DURING OPERATIONAL SURVEYS

NUMBER OF A/C USABLE FLIGHT HOURS
IN SURVEY OF DATA OBTAINED

HUP.1 1 37

SH-3A 3 l0s

CH-46D 4 89

CH-S3A 4 133

HH-2D 2 137

UH-IE 3 181

TH-IL 4 300

RH-53D S 200

TABLE 4. NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT MONITORED DURING
iN-FLIGHT OPERATIONAL SURVEYS

711
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"LAHDING A/C ATTITUDES RATES OF ATT. SINK RATE RADARS A/C ROTOR DECK ATTITUDES
CASE (DEGREES) (DEG/SEC) (FT/SEC) G.WT. LIFT (DEGREES)

ID ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH YAW LH RH TAIL CG (KIPS) (KIPS) ROLL PITCH YAW

3.004 -0.7 2.1 -12.0 0.8 1.8 0 6.77 7.40 6.14 7.01 12.20 9.80 -0.8 -0.6 21.0
3.005 -2.8 0.7 62.4 7.9 -3.5 0.6 5.04 5.93 4.41 5.82 12.11 10.42 -3.7 0.2 4.5
3.006 -2.8 4.3 58.1 -6.5 3.5 -3.0 5.20 4.41 4.57 4.81 12.08 12.10 -1.0 -0.4 21.7
3.007 -2.8 0.7 49.6 -0.2 -1.8 -0.2 5.67 5.35 6.30 5.57 12.05 10.60 0 -0.6 12.8
3.008 1.4 5.0 28.3 -10.4 6.9 0 4.41 3.15 5.67 3.92 11.96 10.55 -2.3 -0.2 15.6
3.009 -2.8 5.0 11.3 0 5.3 0 5.61 7.87 6.61 6.61 11.90 10.56 -1.4 0 1.0
3.010 -1.4 -0.7 9.2 2.0 2.4 -3.9 5.83 6.93 5.67 6.32 11.87 10.405 -1.2 -0.2 17.5
3.011 0 1.4 -2.1 -0.2 2.0 0 5.04 5.04 5.67 5.08 11.83 9.82 -0.4 -1.0 10.8
3.012 -1.4 0 -7.1 0 0.6 0 7.09 8.98 7.72 7.06 11.82 9.72 -1.4 -0.4 6.2
3.013 -1.4 2.8 -12.0 -0.2 -0.2 0 3.15 8.03 2.20 5.21 11.78 11.28 -3.9 0 3.4
3.014 -0.7 1.4 -14.2 3.9 4.7 -5.5 5.20 6.77 6.30 5.98 11.69 9.00 -0.8 -0.2 21.2
3.015 -0.7 0.7 -12.0 0 4.5 -0.2 4.72 6.30 6.93 5.58 11.65 11.43 -0.8 -0.4 10.0
3.016 -1.4 -0.7 -12.8 -0.4 1.4 0 4.72 5.35 6.46 5.09 11.61 9.75 -2.3 -0.2 19.8
3.017 -2.1 -,2.1 -16.3 0.4 -3.5 4.9 5.67 4.88 3.94 5.26 11.56 5.00 -4.5 0 20.0
3.018 0 -0.7 -16.3 -2.0 2.6 -5,1 7.56 6.93 8.66 7.33 11.51 7.45 -1.4 -0.4 21.0
3.019 -2.8 1.4 -18.4 0 0.6 -0.2 6.30 6.61 8.03 6.54 11.46 8.22 -2.3 -0.4 0.2
3.020 -1.4 0.7 -13.5 -0.8 4.7 0.8 8.66 7.87 9.45 8.36 11.41 8.02 -0.6 -0.4 3.3
3.021 - - 0 -7.8 -4.9 2.0 0 7.09 5.83 7.56 6.55 11.33 9.12 -2.3 -0.2 6.7
3.022 - - -2.1 -7.1 -0.2 -2.2 12.4 8,50 8.82 8.19 8.64 11.27 6.32 -1.6 -0.2 9.4

TABLE 5. PARAMETERS RECORDED ON SH-2F
AT-SEA LANDING SURVEY

TH-IL STUDY

PERCENT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME vs AIRSPEED
PERCENT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME vs ALTITUDE
PERCENT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME vs AIR TEMPERATURE
PERCENT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME vs ROTOR RPM
PERCENT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME vs GROSS WEIGHT
PERCENT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME vs FLIGHT REGIMES
PERCENT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME vs FLGIGT DURATION
PERCENT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME vs TORQUE
PERCENT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME vs HORSE POWER
COJM. !ýEQ. PER 1000 FLT. HRS. vs POSITIVE A/C C.G. ACCEL.
CUM. FREQ. PER 1000 FLT. HRS. vs NEGATIVE A/C C.G. ACCEL.
CUM. FREQ. PER 1000 FLT. HRS. vs Ny ON TAIL *OG-
FREQUENCY OF EXCEEDING A GIVEN CONTROL TUBE LOAD
FREQUENCY OF EXCEEDING A GIVEN TOUCHDOWN VERT. VELOCITY
FREQUENCY OF EXCEEDING A GIVEN PILOT SEAT ACCELERATION
A/C C.G. ACCEL. (VERTICAL) vs GROSS WEIGHT
Ct vs FLIGHT TIME

AC vs FLIGHT TIME

TABLE 6. TYPICAL HISTOGRAMS AND EXCEEDANCE
CURVES OBTAINED FROM IN-FLIGHT SURVEYS
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TO T! 111,01t 2his helicopter ia eqmipWe with a gLght recorder Uktch otetm4.cajy
produces a record of airnpeed, mormal ecceijoratt"a, altitude &ad other Mlogt eavitee.

a*1 coadi~tiome. This iaformatiee will coetrib~at to Lopr.gm*M of stiucturl do.
aLga reuimeaste a"d fatigue life detanmlation. Uefo flleuiq Isfomaciem is re-
quired fot p"epe 6"al9atio8 Of th. recorded data. Yer "alstaftae is sro...l~ a appreciated.
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CRITIQUE AND SUMMARY

of the Specialists Meeting on

HELICOPTER DESIGN MISSION LOAD SPECTRA

Frederick H. Immen
Chief of the Advanced Systems Research Office
of the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory

Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California

INTRODUCTION

I feel very honored to have the opportunity of critiquing these excellent papers on
mission spectra definition. My experience in this area stems from the frustrations of
defining fatigue loads criteria for the Chinook CH-47 models A, B, and C helicopters,
computing "safe" replacement lives for critical dynamic components and guaranteeing that
these lives defined a high probability of successful operation for a large fleet of air-
craft. The CH-47 found its way into the thick of battle in Viet Nam. As calendar time
and flight time accumulated on these aircraft and service reports, accident reports and
incide-nt reports started to return to us, it became obvious that we didn't have adequate
knowledge of how the aircraft were being used in actual operational conditions. One ele-
ment of the failure investigation, which all too often became necessary, consisted of
conjecture about what uses the aircraft was being put to. I have observed during these
presentations that the quest for accurate knowledge of aircraft usage thet could criti-
cally affect fatigue life continues and the tools used in this quest are becoming more
sophisticated.

Before commenting on the efficacy of these tools as described, let me describe
another tool which is being developed in an exploratory way by the US Army Air Mobility
R&D Laboratory.

As part of our structural integrity program for helicopters, we are currently devel-
oping a low cost structural integrity monitoring system which will permit the determina-
tion of in-service fatigue damage of critical structural components. The approach in-
cludes designing a parametric data recording system for the Cobra AH-IG helicopter. Ten
flight recorders will be fabricated, qualified, and flight tested. Two ground-based data
retrieval units will be designed and fabricated. Supporting computer software will be
prepared.

The flight recorder has four basic elements; it is solid state, has a memory device,
and has a microprocessor for segregating the data. It has an integrated circuit memory
and an auxiliary battery pack in case of main power failure and for holding the data dur-
ing ramp time. This recorder operates on a slightly different principle than the usual
flight recorder. Since the memory is solid state, it does not suffer the drawback of tape
recorders which require moving elements, loading tape, and complex mechanical mechanisms
which may easily develop faults. Information is abstracted from the flight recorder by
use of a ground data processing unit which performs initial processing of the data such
as conducting parity checks and other types of checks to verify the data. 1he data is
then recorded on a standard tape cassette. The cassette is then forwarded or transmitted
electronically to a central agency which will conduct the fatigue damage assessment.

Parameters which are recorded are as follows:

Indicated airspeed.

Static pressure.

Outside air temperature.

Main rotor RPM.

Roll attitude.

Vertical acceleration.

Landing gear touchdown.

Engine torque.

Flight loads are determined by measuring a combination of the above parameters which
have been found from flight strain survey data to be representative of one or several
critical damaging flight conditions. As an example, a damaging pull-up might be defined
by the following combination of parameter measurements:



Vertical acceleration above threshold, Nz>l.3g

Airspeed below threshold, A/S<.7 VL

A Roll attitude below threshold, W<1O0

Density altitude above threshold

A damaging turn might be defined as:

Vertical acceleration between threshold, 1.3<Nz<l.5

Airspeed between threshold, .65 VH<A/S<.8 VH

Roll attitude above threshold, 0>100

In this way a large number of flight conditions can be recorded. The length of time
in some flight conditions is recorded and the number of times other flight conditions occur
are recorded. The flight loads are calcj,-:ed by using this information and an algorithm
developed from Bell Helicopter flight strain surveys. Although this method is not as accu-
rate as measuring the loads directly, the flight condition technique allows a greater econ-
omy in the number of channels required to define tlight loads, and they are all in the fixed
system. A potential improvement of this system is to add some channels for actual strain
on critical components. This would serve two purposes: the fatigue history of those com-
ponents would be more accurately known and the actual strain could be used to improve the
algorithm for calculating loads on other components.

A problem area which has not been resolved in the development of a completely integra-
ted structural integrity monitoring system is the technique of recurding aircraft gross
weight and including this important parameter in the fatigue damage computation. Several
avenues are open for exploratory development considering trade-offs of cost and accuracy.
In descending order of accuracy (but also descending order of cost), the following approaches
are being considered:

1. Measure gross weight directly.

a. Calibrated transmission mounting measurements.

b. Landing gear oleo pressure.

2. Combine measurable parameters to compute G.W.

3. Utilize pilot logs.

4. Use historical gross weight statistics.

SUMMARIZATION

All the techniques and systems for defining mission spectra that have been describedby my august colleagues and by myself will do the Job and will do it well enough to provide
safe operation of the aircraft for which they are devised when combined rationally with the
other two members of the triumvriate; namely, measured loads (strain) and fatigue strengths.

Mr. Liard Argued convincingly for parameter measurement rather than
direct loads measurement in mission spectrum development.
He spoke of Aernspatiale's program of developing critical
component replacement times for aircraft of the same model
but which fly different missions by application of correc-
tion coefficients to maintenance data.

.r. ;:zll Spoke of Westland's attempts at collecting statisticai
samples of data for definition of mission spectra by use
of pilot reports in order to acquire large samples of
data over long periods of time. He concurred with Mr. Liard
that mission spectra should be defined by parameter measure-
ment and described a comprehensive program, planned for a sur-
vey on the Sea King helicopter in the near future.

Mr. Martin Spoke of the new US Air Force mission spectra definition pro-
gram called Flight Condition Recognition (FCR) with which the
operator can define in much greater detail the actual flight
conditions that the aircraft is experiencing.



Mr. Reichert - Emphasized the unique characteristics of the Boklow hinge-

less rotor and the special considerations which must be
observed in developing a mission loads spectrum tailored
to these unique characteristics. The modern hingeless
rotor design implies that a conservative mission spectrum
can be accommodated without undue weight penalty.

Mr. Malatino - Described several mission spectra surveys conducted by the
US Navy mainly to investigate specific flight condition
problems peculiar to Navy operations.

And I described the US Army's exploratory program to monitor structural integrity of
a fleet of helicopters by use of an on-board parameter measuring system and automated com-
ponent life computation system.

CRITIQUE

In the case of safe lif? design where spfety of flight relies on definition of a very
high probability of nonfailure for critical components, it is ironic that statistical manip-
ulations are performed on measured loads and fatigue strengths to define life but the loads
profile, which is equally Dowerful in defining life, is defined by empericism, or at best
by a small sampling of flying hours and measured parameters. Admittedly, things are getting
better than they were 25 years ago when no attempts at probabilistic analysis were made and
15 years ago when only strengths were treated statistically. Perhaps with the techniques
described today, even more probabilistically stringent life computation methods can be de-
vised.

However, we shouldn't think that this added precision in measuring mission spectra is
going to solve all our problems. Looking back over operational helicopters' dynamic system
failures (see figure), it turns out that there are very few failures that one could say
were caused because statistics predicted them. Also, of the defect-induced failures, the
defect is seldom attributable to a defect in the mission spectrum.

CUMULATIVE FAILURES vs. FLIGHT HOURS

RETIREMENT
LIFE

DESIGN GOAL
PREDICTABLE

FAILURES 0.0001%

FECT INDUCEDSFAILUE S

HOURS

Measuring mission loads spectra in actu4,l service is a necessity but it is addressing
the problem of structural integrity (structural reliability) from a position of desperaticn
(Thoreau said that man lives his life in quiet desperation. That certainly is true for the
hel'copter stress man.) because the designer has not been completely successful in designing
components which can he replaced on condition; i.e., replaced when the condition of the part
has obviously degraded in a soft failure mode and is replaced when it needs to be. How much
better, it would be to concern ourselves with mission spectra to define economical operation
of :ail-safe components rather than defining lives which represent the catastrophic thresh-
olds of use. Several of the speakers stated that some "safe-life" components are inevitable
in helicopter design. I don't agree that a fully fail-safe goal can't be reached. Perhaps
we are not trying hard enough.

Another aproach to fatigue design is to use a highly truncated fatigue loads spectrum
during initial design which assumes the aircraft operates in the worst loading regime within
G load, power, vibration, performance, or stability limits 100% of the time. Since fatigue
strength is logarithmically related to life and helicopters usually operate at the high
cycle end of the S-N curve, it doesn't cost much weight to accomplish an acceptable safe
life using this conservatism. Also, usually only a small portion of a component must be
reinforced to achieve a large life improvement. Problems then arise when component strengths
don't come up to expectations and the designer starts to manipulate his loads spectra to
el~minate "conservatism." This might take the form of assuming gross weight splits or assum-
ing a large portion of time is spent in some docile flight regime. In the long run, this
may turn out to be more expensive from a life cycle cost basis than redesigning the compo-
rient irm, diately. The confidence that the debigner gains to manipulate his missijn snectra,



of course, comes from his mission loads spectra measurement system. It seems chancy to
me to use measured spectra to increase the safe life of components above what had been
conservatively deffned in the initial design of the component, even using the most sophis-
ticated spectrum measurement system described today. Conversely, if the measurement sys-

C ,' \i tem warns of a critical safe life problem, take heed. It could be the harbinger of serious
operational fatigue failures.
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